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u:;;~JJrotest
Results
In
Minorities
Wo~
&lf~" '36_,1'/i( , .
By M•rit S. Tully
_
UNM President Willi~m Davis ~nd spokes~en for a c·oalition of
minority groups scheduled workshops for June 1.1. and 12 concerning

C ~ 3.

the problems of UNM minorities at a meeting yesterday.
.
The coalition, which is made up of 20 campus and community ethnic
and wom~n's organizations·, demanded th!lt a date be set at Wed-·
nesday's Regents meeting.
.
"
Davis and .th~ coalition, represented by Jaime Chavez, Jaw
student; Tobias Duran, academic coordinator of Chicano Studies and
Junella Haynes, assistant coordinator of Native American· Studies
. Center, also decided topics for the· day-long sessions,
At the start of th., rne~ting, the coalition requested five issues be
included: admis~·ion.requiremerits, tuition and fees, financial aid and
tutorial counseling, a junior college and· the role of ethnic and
women's groups at UNM.
The establishment of a. Southwestern Studies Research Institute,
high school counseling and recruiting, career placement of minorities
and .UNM's Affirmative Action Program (that program which tries to
search out and hire minorities) were added as topics after discussion.
Chavez objected to the addition of high ~chool-related problems to
the workshop agenda, but counseling and recruitment were included
after Davis said he did not's~e how· they could be left out.
"These are important to mi~orities and they have a lot to do with
the atmosphere on campus,"Davis said.

'~l

This is the final issue of
the LOBO for the spring
semester.
Weekly
publication resumes on
June 3 for the summer
semester. ·Regular daily
distribution resumes August
23 for the fall semester.
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~=~~~;:fire Hazards Still' Uncorrected

UNM's Oldest Bujldings Unsafe
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Dorothy D_avidson

Photo by Wendell T.llunt

DaVidson Elected VP;

·Grievance Board· OK'd
. Dorothy Davidson .was .elected
vice president, one constitutional
·, amendment passed and . the
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
received its annul budget in the
ASUNM run-off election held
Wednesday.
·
Davidson received 698 to her
competitor; Celia . Knight's 524
votes in unofficial results announced yesterday.
The ASUNM constitutional
amendment establishing a student
standards and grievance comniittee passed 1087 to 190. The
constitutional amendment to
control campaign spending in

) :

Correction
In Thursday's . (April . 29)
LOBO the picture identified as
Calvin Horn on the front page
should have been identified as
Regent Austin Roberts.
The picture identified as
Henry 'Jaramillo, Jr. 'on. the
same page was Jim Jaramillo of
the UNM Urban Obs~rvatory.
''

'

i

ASUNM elections and limit the.
number of ASUNM senators that
can be voted for, failed, 726 yesvotes to 419 no-votes. Constitutional amendments require
two-thirds of the votes cast con. cerning that amendment to pass.
The ASUNM·GSA Poetry Series
won it$ funding 786 yes-votes to 484
no-votes after itwon by a slim four·
vote margin in the regular election.
The run-off election for vice
president was held after the
ASUNM court ruled last week that
there were valid discrepancies in
the original election. In that
election Knight defeated Davidson
by seven votE}s. The court ruled the
seven-vote margin within the
number of questionable votes.
ln the ruD-off election, Mario
Chavez received 195 write-in votes
for vice president.. Write-in can·
didates were invalid in the election
since it was a run.·off.
. ln addition to voting in the runoff election, a number of voters
(191 > wrote in that they supported
the Kiva Club or Project Consejo.
Kiva Club and Project Consejo had
their proposed budgets voted down
by students in the original election.

By Dolores Wood
money-making facilities.
department gets there."
.
Fire hazards, desc~ibe~ five
"We havf'! done what we can with
Hodgin .Hall was closed down for
1 years ago by the fire department
the available funds," Hooker said.
a short time after the inspection to
When asked how much the duck correct the hazards. Lewis said the
as •ta dire threat to the lives of the
· occupants of Hodgin Hall,'' remain pond cost, Hooker said $200,000. He University didn't do "a heck of a
uncorrected.
said the Campus Planning Com- Jot" to repair the building. He said
. "This ancient buildinf! should
mittee, the University Building classes were removed from the
be closed and abandoned," the Committee and the Regents felt hall.
Albuquerque . Fire . Prevention UNM was so deficient in landIn the old Lecture Hall, the 1971
Bureau and State Fire Marshall scaping that it was wise to spend report says there are 292 movable
said in a 1971 report. Despite the some money on the pond.
arm-desk type seats. (A physical
lapse of time since then, the
"You have to balance the check this week indicated there
University still has not complied needs," he said.
were 271 desks.) The warning said
with the fire-prevention recomThe Fire Department report that "when properly positioned,
mendations.
· found that the materials used in the (the seats) afford a maximum
"A fire in this building would construction of Marron Hall, the clearance of five and one-half
consume the interior in· a very old Lecture Hall and Hodgin Hall inches between rows. If an
, short time," · the report said. were flammat)le and did not meet e.apergency occurred, these
"Persons on the top floors would be fire safety standards. UNM -Safety movable · seats would create a
trapped and would be in a serious DirectorLewis.agrees.
· tremendous life hazard byblocking
"These are old wooden super- and deterring exit traveJ.u
situation."
Lack · of · emergency lighting, structures," he said. "If one should To get out through the rear of the
inadequate fire alarm systems, · ever catch on fire, it would burn to haJJ, one must use a"antiquated, _
(Continued on page 161
highly flammable ·building the ground before the fire
materials and inadequate aisle
space are some of the other
hazards threatening occupant
safety in many campus buildings,
the report said.
UNM Safety Director Walter
Lewis, confronted with the Jist of
l II
hazards, said, "Our problem here
is that every time the University
goes to the legislature for money 1
our budget is cut back. And safet~
is the first thing they cut.
''We've been before the
legislature many times and asked
for money. The- members of the
legislature feel UNM is really not .
their problem. They feel it is
_
Albuquerque's problem.''University Architect Van l>orn
Hooker said, "We asked for half-amillion dollars during the la.st
legislature to complete building
repairs."
The University receive no money
for repairs. As a result, .repairs
must be paid. for with ·surplus
profits from operations such as the
dining hall, the dormitories and
any of · the University's other
Hodgin Hall.
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By Gcm·ge GeRrwr
Work-stydy funds run out May
16, and departments with work
study students are being asked to
pay salaries for six weeks until the
new fiscal year begins on July 1.
Work-study Director George
Sandoval said, "'fhe response is
rooking good as some of the
departments are coming across,"
Sandoval also said they are trying
hard to prevent the lay-offs and
will seek help fr.om Part 'l'ime
Employment and the Short-Term
Loan program, if necessary.
Part Time EmploymJ';lnt is a
service offered to UNM students
year round listing openings in
temporary, part time and full time
employment, Businesse.s off
campus turn in the job description
and requlrments to the office.
Positions not affected by the layoff are those in Admissions and
Records as work on grades and
processing of applications must be
done throughout the summer, and
the buisness offices. Sandoval said
all the other positions would have

'1-'TR'Anisou'TH'AmTRK;-1
I

.

Alrfall!s s•attlng at

1318.00

1

I
Academic Express
I
I 300 South Beveri!:J Dr .. No.207 I
I Beveri!:J Hills. Collf. 90212 1

.
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to be cut to he bare minimum. He
said the program may have to
make some cuts in the new fiscal
year as the new pay scales will be
in full operation. People who have
worked for a year or more with
work study will receive a 40 cent
raise in salary.
Sandoval said it was hard to say
how other jobs on campus would be
affeded by the Jay-off. He said if
Zimmerman Library was severely
cut there would be definite
problems The Library has 130
students working part time which
is equivalent to 65 full time
positions.
Work study is funded through the
Office of Education as a result of
the Higher Education Act of 1964.
About 1200 positions are available
with approximately 2400 people
moving through those slots within
a year. Sandoval said 3000·3500
apply for work study each year.
The government pays 70 per cent
of the funds for off-campus work
study and 80 per cent for oncampus work. Sandoval said it is
trying to make the split 70-30 all
around. The remaining portion not
paid by the government is funded
by the institution and other private
som·ces.
Student salary is based on a
system called "need analysis."

Gondola Lounge·
lunch Specl~l

Work study allocates money to
each student based on an a v.erage
cost of education and amount of
money student has available. It
looks at cost of tuition, books, rent,
food and other miscellaneous
expenses coming up with a nine
month and 12 month figure for the
individual student. The nine month
figure was established to be $3150
and the 12 month figure $4040. The
$4040 will be inci·eased to $4205 due
to an increase in tuition and higher
cost of living. These figures apply
to the student ·that has no money to
be accounted for.
Money. accountable to the
student is subtracted from that
annual figure. Once the working
student has earned the estabished
amount, he is laid off. A student not
reaching that amount can not
carry the balance on to the next
fiscal year. Sandoval said the only
way to stay on the job was to get a
permanent position which is
unlikely as a sh.ident.
Money made in ()ther working
capacities on campus is also
subtracted from the yearly
amount. The work study depart.ment also serves as a source data
station for all student employees
on campus as they process all the
paper work. The department has
no way of keeping tabs of students
who work off-campus.
Sandoval said, ''We've been.
allowed to overspend our
allocation,"
addding
that
Washington, D.C. is putting
stricter controls on the prog1·am.
Due to the stricter controls, funds
are low and there will be no deficit
spending.

New ffiexlcan Food!
4310 Centtal S.E.

~~~C9UAa~.~~~U ~ctOO~[!)WWL

Coed lc Well Fed
Avoid the three ''C"s
Cooking -- Cleaning -- Commuting
'
The· College Inn is coed in both

"

buildings, all floors.
This fall you can leave your car
~alk

All the food you can eat, no worry
about food prices we do the shopping
and the dishes.
Maid service -- linens -- we do the cleaning
and make the bed.
Rates are very competitive· with apartments
and UNM dorms, Come by and look us over and
make your Sl:Jmmer and fan 76 reservations now.

243-2881

1118
\'

303 Ash
St., N.E.

SENIORS:
Thank You

for

Your Past Business
and
Good Luck and Great Sucess in your future.

To Future Seniors .and Graduate Students:
Thank You for your business and
we hope to see you back in the fall.
Let Us Arrange Your Travel
Home or Wherever You Are
Headed For The summer!

T·Bird Travel
3205 Central N.E.

265-5961
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Humphrey Refuses to Run·

to class.

:E

,..

LAS VEGAS, Nev.-A document purporting to be the will of
the late billionaire Howard R. Hughes "and delivered
mysteriously to the headquarters of the Mormon church was filed
Thursday in Clark County Court.
The document left one quarter of Hughes' nearly $2 billion
estate to the Hughes Medical Institute of Miami, Fla., one eighth
to various universities and the rest to the Mormon church and individuals, including his two wives.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.-A Roman Catholic nun has been charged
with murder in the death of a boy she gave birth to this week in"
her convent room, suburban Brighton, N.Y. police said today.
Authorities identified the suspect as Maureen Murphy, 35, a
nun for 18 years who resides at Our Lady of Lourdes Parish Con·
vent in Brighton and is the principal of a nursery school in nearby
Pittsford.
Eugene Shaw, Brighton police chief, said the baby was found
dead Tuesday in a plastic wicker basket hidden behind a
bookshelf in a corner of the woman's room.
A coroner rule.d the infant had an article of clothing stuffed in
his mouth and died of asphyxiation.
Authorities said the nun was taken to Genesee Hospital
Tuesday, suffering from loss of blood. Following an examination,
a doctor told other nuns the suspect had just had a baby.
The "full-term" 6 % pound boy was found at the convent a
short time later-, Shaw said.
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Will Could Be Hughes'

EASTBOURNE, England-Women are committing crimes of
violence at a greater rate than men in countries where they have
become "liberated," says Daphne Skillern, Britain's only woman
police commander.
"It is in countries where women's emancipation is the greatest
that women participate in crime," Miss Skillern, head of Per·
sonnel Research at Scotland Yard, told crime experts at the
Royal Socl'"ety of Health. "One has found this in America and
Japan."
"One opinion is that owing to their improving status and their
release from commitments of home and family, they are ahle to
exercise latent greed and viciousness," she said.
"Another viewpoint is that women, bewildered because of the
rapid alteration of their lifestyle, are now more insecure and un·
certain," Miss Skillern said.
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Liberation Leads to Violence

~
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By United Press loternational

WASHINGTON-Hubert.Humphrey, tears welling in his eyes,
said Thursday he will. not actively campaign for the Democratic
presidential nomination but would accept a draft at the national
conv.ention in July.
The announcement virtually ended any lingering hope Humphrey might have to win the nation's highest office and removed
the biggest obst·acle to Jimmy Carter's drive for the nomination.
With his wife, Muriel, and Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn., at
his side, the veteran Minnesota and former vice president said he
reached the decision not to run after 36 hours of political strategy
sessions, consultation with his family and intense pressure from
friends and party regulars around the country to make one more
campaign.
·
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Nun Charged with Murder

no gas, no commuting,
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Student Jobs End Early
~
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~ Departments May Pay Wages
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SATURDAY May 1

SUNDAY May 2

9pm·lam Admission $1.50

9pm to lam

From Espanola

BONNIE BLUHME
AND FRIENDS

Latin Experience
Sponsored by MECHA
Save this
Schedule for
further reference

THURSDAY
May6

.!\
\

li

I
I

Folk, Blues 8c Original

WEDNESDAY May 8
8 to 11 P.M.
Music Mime Poetry
Take a break before finals.
Bring your friends. Relax!
& Enjoy the Refreshments.

Sam to 1 pm

SATURDAY

CELLAR DANCE NIGHT

MayS
9pm to lam

Two Bands

ilirty & Qiabtllac
luck
ilnb
Don't Miss Thisll

~&pring

i, ilanct
"
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RHSA States Five Goals
To Insure Student Rights

--------------------------~----

0
,0
0

Editor:
The proposed change in the
housing situation for 1976-1977
in Hokona has been brought to
the attention of the "seated"
body of the Residents Hall
Student Association (RHSA).
The voting members of RHS.A
do not purport to represent all
dorm-resident opinions. This
body has been asked to make a
statement
regarding
the
Hokona situation.
In fact, the change in
Hokona's living situation is to
be instituted this coming year
without further consideration,
as administrative spokesmen
have declared. After lengthy
deliberation RHSA has arrived
at a consensus of thoughts and
goals. RHSA empathizes with
UNM's political situation in attempts to "upgrade" our statewide image and appeal to the
New Mexico population. As a
University, after all, we cannot
afford to "cut off the hand that
feeds us." However, we can
and do, as students, demand
certain
rights
and
considerations. Despite the fact
that the Hokona residents were
virtually ignored in the decisionmaking process and realizing
that RHSA is in no position to
reverse said decision, RHSA
wants to see that several goals
are considered to insure student
rights and to assist in the
upgrading of our image.
RHSA wants to see that
students be made aware and:
1)
That
the
housing
renovations as planned are
completed by fall of 1976.
2) That better security be
designed and quality safety
maintained for not only Hokona
residents but for all dorm
residents, as well as the campus.
RHSA being aware of our
contribution to the security
problem in Hokona want to see
that changes be effected to
alleviate
the
transient
population drawn by the Cellar.
The main entrance through the
Hokona lobby to the Cellar
could be closed off if restrooms
were built into the Cellar,
thereby alleviating part of the
security problem.
3) That more explicit verbal
description and pictorial in-

Editorial
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Daily Lobo
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Demands
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A group of UNM students rallied and demonstrated to draw attention to their demands that the University become more studentminded.
They asked that the University have open admission, no junior
college, financial aid and tutorial counseling.
The students oppose the higher admission standards and said
the University should find ways to prepare students in areas where
they are bebind.
They do not approve of a junior college because they say it will
be "nothing but a dumping ground for those students pushed out
of UNM."
.
The new Presidential Scholarships upset the group because they
found the scholarships would be based on the National Merit tests
taken by high-school students, and as a rule tests of this nature are·
culturally biased.
We feel their points are valid because as public education is now
in New Mexico, students are not adequately prepared for college.
But until the level of eudation in elementary and secondary schools
is improved, a junior college would be of value for all students who
cannot meet the University admission standards as they now
stand. In two years they would be prepared to enter UNM on an •
equal basis with the other students who would be in the 300-level

cla;i~~s~cial aid should be increased at UNM. The Regents have

agreed to loan money to Bernalillo County Medical Center. It appears they do have money to lend; more than they are putting into
student loans.
The College Enrichment Program holds summer sessions for
high-school students from low-income backgrounds and this
program if expanded could help new University students ease into
college even if their high-school education did not adequately
prepare them.
Both these programs could 'provide a good stop-gap until a junior
· · ·
d
co II ege IS mstrtute · · h
k h
f
·
't
d
th
W
h
e propose t at m t e wor s ops or mlnon y stu ents
e
UNM administration take a hard look at just what they can do for
·
the University students.
Since we are dealing with the situation as it stands today, we
must be realistic about what can be done to improve the students·
place at UNM.
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Group Urges 'No' Vote on GSA Budget
Editor:
Inasmuch as the GSA budget
comes up for ratification on Friday,
May 7, we strongly urge all
graduate students to vote against
the proposed buaget. Our
displeasure with the budget is founded on two issues.
First, we do not agree with the
level of funding proposed · for
various items. Namely, we believe
the Student Research Allocations
Committee and the GSA Handbook are not funded enough (both

items were reduced heavily from
last year's levels I while other items
such as KUNM and the LOBO are
funded too heavily. Of all these we
feel most strongly that SRAC funds
should be increased. The interest in
this budget item obviously exists as
157 students applied for grants this
year alone. The GSA is most direc"
tly able to help graduate students
through this committee, still the
funds were cut. While we may or
may not agree with the other
proposed allotments, we do feel

that the manner in which the
budget is generated is wrong. This
leads to our second point.
Generally
speaking,
the
budgetary process is not responsive to graduate student input. Instead of the current process of
special interest groups lobbying for
funds during meetings, the
proposals for funding should be
channeled through, or orr·g,·nate
with, GSA representatives. This
allows for input from all graduate
students through their representatives and should eliminate the
necessity of non-representatives
attending these meetings to defend
or oppose a proposal.
Editor:
In conclusion we suggest that all
To those of you who wonder about the ASUNM Coffeehouse Program,· graduate students vote NO on the
it has resurrected in the Cellar, Hokona Hall, not the SUB. Come help us. budget so these issues may be
Come see us before the Senate throws the last shovelful of dirt on us.
reconsidered.
Yes, come see us before we are a dead issue. Or if you're interested in
Chemistry Department Chapter,
keeping us alive, talk to your Senators and the student administration.
GSA
For those of you who have generously participated in our program, I
thank you. 1 would like to give special acknowledgement to David Hyatt,
William Baker, Philip Winter, classical guitarists, to Tusker musicians from
Santa Fe, and to Foxfire bluegrass musicians from UNM for their understanding and patience.
John M. Starino Jr.
Editor:
Assistant Manager Coffeehouse
Recently the New Mexico State
ASUNM Representative in the Cellar
University Presswomen sponsored
their annual communications contest. This letter is to inform you that
Lynda Sparber, a student at UNM
Editor:
(and a LOBO reporter), won awards
Some time ago, we requested the help of the students, faculty in the contest.
and staff at UNM in supplying u~ with used bathrobes and
Sparber won first place in the
. housecoats to be kept at the hospitals and used when rape victims feature category, first in the series
are either forced to com!;! in nude or when police need to take a vic- category and second place in the
news category.
tim's clothes for evidence. The response was enthusiastic.
Th.e contest was open to any full·
Unfortunately, the need has been even greater than we had anor
part-time student attending 11
ticipated and we are running out of robes. These robes save a
college
or university in New
traumatized woman from having to walk out of the hospital in a
Mexico. All winners of the contest
paper robe. We wouldiike, once again, to ask those who have used
will attend the 1976 New Mexico
robes and housecoats they no longer use to bring them to us. They Press Women's convention on May
can be left at the Women's Center on campus, 1824 Las Lomas, 1 and 2 at the Palms Motel in Las
N.E.
Cruces, where they will be awarded
Thanks.
an honorary certificate. The winGail D. Vinson ning entries will be on display at the
Coordinator convention.
Camille Baca
Rape Crisis Center

Coffeehouse In Hoko· na

Reporter
Wins Award,

I

Center Needs Robes

7lfEi$'5 NO MONEY IN IT, OF
COURSE? -IT's A 7HANKU:SS
JOB aJt7H LON& fiOIJJ<S AIVP liN·
Bt:ARABL/3 PRESSOI?E, 81/T 7}1!?
t<£WA!WS IN "{lif<MS OF f&RSONAt..
FO!Fitf.M/iNT ARE /N-
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Editorial

·Board

Uns1ghed edrtOiials fE!present a
maJortty Opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All olher colurrins, cartooHS
and leiters represent the opinic:irt ·

of the aut hot and do Mt necessarily
;eflect the vttiwS of the Staff.

let'M/3

aJHAODA
YASAY?
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Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

711/NK.
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Managing Editor
Teresa Coin ·

Features Editor
Jl/like Gallagher

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Copy Editor
Ken Walston Karen Moses
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Ballroom Dance Competitions & Comments ~

Editor:
I feel compelled to comment
on the recent furor· regarding
formation be provided for in- the Ballroom Dance Departcoming ·freshmen and transfer ment. The issue, to me, is quite
students, so that they can make clear: the students in these
their dormitory choice more ef- credit-earning classes are enfectively. They should know titled
to
a
certified
what kind of living situation teacher-that is, one who has
they are moving into without passed numerous professional
necessarily having to see it.
examinations conducted by the
'. 4) That more data be collec- recognized Dance Teacher
ted and reviewed to determine .Societies. Lists of these cerand publicize a) trends in tified teachers are readily
preferences for the various available· to those responsible
available
campus
living for hiring.
situation, b) renewal rates, c)
I have just returned from a
transfers within the dorms and National Championship Dance
to•. off-campus living.
Competition, where I saw dance
Finally, RHSA is considering teams from other colleges,
this coming year as a trial period notably BYU and USC, who
for Hokona, would like to ap- have already gained world
peal to Hokona residents to · prominence. This, of course, is
support RHSA by maintaining due solely to those colleges
residence in the halls, taking an hiring the type of certified
active part in achieving our professionals that I have
goals, and in evaluating the described.
changes.
It seems certain now that
Julie Lenhart
RHSA President ballroom dancing will be

prominently featured in the next
Olympics. Between now and
then Intercollegiate Dance
Competitions will become

widespreasd. Are the students
of UNM to be the onlookers-again?
Pearl Gruber

New! The HP-27 Scientific/Plus
from Hewlett-Packard.
Gives you every preprogrammed scientific function HPhas ever offered.
plu$ statistics and finance.
The HP-27 Scientific/Plus is the
most powerful preprogrammed
pocket calculator Hewlett-Packard
has ever built. It gives fast, accurate
solutions to virtually every calculation required in science and business
management-and eliminates the
need for two separate calculators.
You get:

28 most-used math and
trig functions.
Sines. cosines, tanger:Jts and
their inverses in three angular
modes; natural and common logs
and antilogs; pi; related arithmetic
functions; coordinate conversions;
angle conversion, addition and
subtraction in degrees, minutes
and seconds-and many more.

15 important statistical
functions.
Every statistical function useful
in both science and business, including three new functions: variance,
correlation coefficient and normal
distribution.

10 valuable financial
functions.
All fundamental financial functions required for both personal and
job-related problems. Two new
functions-net present value and
internal rate of return for uneven
cash flow-facilitate calculating
capital budgets and resource
allocation problems.
All this, plus 20 memories, 6
. convenient clearing options, displays in fixed decimal, scientific or
engineering notation.
Only $200, complete with
battery pack, recharging unit. carrying case and detailed 216-page
Owner's Handbook. See the HP-27
Scientific Plus today.
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Through the Grapevine

i

By Mike Gallagher

j
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Toe Albuquerque City Council
voted down Mayor Harry Kinney's
controversial plan for getting·
drunks off downtown street~.
Discussion on the plan often
became heated when the residents
of North Barelas snowed up to
protest. They did not want the
"drop in" (acilJty for the drunks in
their neighborhood along Second

sw.

A bus company representative

T

said ne did not wilnt the facility in ·
the area. The• bus company
representative was told by the
Mayor not to complain when he
wanted drunks thrown out of the
new bus terminal, because that's
where they would congr·egate if the
facility was not built.
The council will be paying for
this vote for sometime. The Mayor
is not going to let them forget it.
Only Marion Cottrell and Alan

he right wny to pour

'

bc~r n~ver changes.
Since the d;~wn of orgiln-

Harry Kinney

i:cd brL•wing bnck in HOO
have urged discriminating drir.lkcrs to pour st.rnight
into the head. nnd rwt into a tilted
rL'Ccptnclc.
· · Although blntantly ddinnt uf
:;ncrL•d collcgintc tradition, the mig·
inalrncthod hns the rn~ritmious
ad v:mtagc of producing a seal bct\\'l.!en
the head :md the drink it~L·If. tmpping
the carbonation bl'iow. The beer
dtll'sn't go flnt. The llll'thod
n•mains true.
\VIwn it come·~ to pouring bl'er, thL'
lwcwmnstc•rs were• right from tlw bL·gin·
ning. When it c:une to making hct•r-, so
ll'ils Oly. Skill nnd ingL'nuitY just cnn't be
impnn'L'd upon. Some things ncl'cr .....;.;__-""d~
change. Olympia nc1'cr will.
c.::~:··::-:-:-~:-:==:=::::>
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Reed voted in support of the plan.
The Mayor's plan was the only
solution offered to get the drunks
off downtown streets where they
allegedly drive away business and
. annoy pilople sitting in the Civic
Plaza.
Kinney also returned the antismoking ordinance unsigned to the
City Countil. The ordinance bans
smoking in buses, medical waiting
rooms, elevators and public
meeting rooms.
Kinney said he agreed with the
sentiment of the ordinance but
agreed with police officials when
he said the ordinance would be
difficult to enforce.
The ordinance will go into effect
May 1 because the Mayor did not
veto the ordinance.
* County
*
* Medical
Bernalillo
Center is negotiating for a credit
extension from UNM • for $2.5

million. Because four of the
Regents are on the BCMC Board of
Trustees the credit negotiations
were allowed to begin.
The credit request came at a
time when student workers have
been told the work-study program
will be terminated for a six-week
period beginning May 16.
Only half of the work-study
students will be affected by the
cutback because of graduation and
summer employment.
The University has told students
many times that funds are short
for the loan and scholarship
programs but this will come under
question if the credit is extended to
BCMC.
The work study program needs
about $250,000 to continue the
program until July 1, when more
funds will become available.

* * *city chief
Frank Kleinhenz,
administrator, is very pleased with
the $1.2 million surplus in this
year's budget but worried about a
decline in property tax revenue.
The decline in property tax
revenue is unexplained. l{leinhenz
said he· would ask the Bernalillo
County Treasurer to explain the
drop in revenues.
At this time last year the city had
received $1.4 million from toe
county property tax. This year the
city has .received about $900.000.

*

*

*

The city budget is being brought
before the people in a series of
public meetings. Only 16 people
showed up at the meeting Wednesday.
•
There are many questions which
should be asked about the budget
and most don't deal with the
complicated sections of the report.
The next meeting Will be held
May 13 at 7:30 p.m. The location
has not been announced yet.

*

*

"'

Henry Jaramillo on the UNM
Board of Regents may be the man
who will support the student
protests about the new admission

standards.
Jaramillo has sought throughout
his term as a Regent to wipe out
the [vory Tower image of this
University and increase the
University's involvement in
community affairs~

..

*
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By .Joel White
The Bill Evans Dance Company,
featuring Bill Evans, Gregg
Lizenberry
and
Kathleen
McClintock will perform in concert
in Rodey Theatre this Saturday,
May lat8:00p.m.
Invited by the UNM Department
of Theatre Arts, the Company,
which was established in 1975, is a
contemporary dance group
uniquely tailored for intimate
performances. With each member
of the company featured as a solo
performer, their individual talents
become exceedingly visible.
The Company is informally
headquartered at the University of
Utah, where Evans is a modern
dance instructor. However the
group has travelled widely across
the country, entertaining at both
universities and. professional
theatres.
Bill Evans (company dit'eetorl
was, for seven years, a dancer and
choreographer with the Utah
Repertory Dance Theatre which
ha.s over 12 of his works in
repertory. He has choeographed
more than 30 major works and has
per·formcd prominent roles in over
20 works by such major
choreographet•s as Anna Sokolow,
John Butler, Jose Limon and Paul
Sanasardo.
The area called modern dance is
diverse and Evans' 'Works encompass a wide range of
techniques. Viewing dance as a
feeling art, Evans strives to
contain the focus of the audience on
the dancers and not special effects.

i

,r;

about affect all students and not
just minorities. It appears they are
willing to forget old differences
with other student groups to form a
larger coalition and give their
protest more weight.

•

•
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Invite the bunch ...

Mix a great, big bucket full of

OJ•e•• llo11st• ••••••••Ia!
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super cocktail!

Grcatco.,t drink ever imcntcd! Mi~ a hatch ilt advance,
add icc and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd
right out of the huckcl! Smooth 'n dcliciou~. Wow!

Bill

Ev~ns

& Co. In

"H~td

Times"

0

">

. Kathleen McClintock, who workshops at the University; inreceived her dance training at the structing beginning through ad- "d
Juilliard School of Music and the vanced students of dance and ~
University of Utah, ws a member choreography.
CJ.>
0
of the Utah Repertory Dance
'l'heatre for seven years. She has
During Saturday night's per· ~
performed major roles in works by formance, the Bill Evans Dance ~
Ethel Winter, Dick Kuch, Jose Company will perform five
Limon and Anna Sokolow. ln ad- numbers, four of which were
dition,
McClintock
has created and choreographed by Bill
choreographed 11 dance works, Evans.
including
pieces
for
the
"l•'ive Songs In August," which is
Albuquerque Danc:e Theatre and
performed with a commissioned
the University of New Mexico.
musical score by Stanley Sussman,
will open the evening. Each piece
inlermeshes with the music to
provide a total presentation,

Gregg Lizenberry is a featured
dancer with the company as well
as the group's co-foundet· and
associate dir·ector. A member of
the Utah Repertory Dance 'fheatre
for eight years, Lizenberry
became its leading male dancer,
performing in more than 35 works
by chot·eographers such as Anna
Sokolow, Matt Mattox, Richard
Kuch and Jose Limon. lie has
taught in and directed the
Repertory Dance 'theatre's
summer dance workshop at the
University of Utah and has been a
faculty member of the Virginia
Tanner's Studio of Creative Dance
for Children.
For the past two weeks, Lizenberry has been conducting dance

"Hard Times," the second
number· to be presented, realizes
lite life and emotion of "poor
mountain folk" in the eastern
United States. Accompanied by
music recorded by the Deseret
String Band, "Hard Times" grants
toe audience div(~rse views of a
great segment of contemporary
dance techniques.
Complelin{~ the concert will be
"Harold," arranged by Bill Evans
after the choreogt·aphy of Spider
Kedelsky,
excerpts
from
"JukeBox" Ca piece nostalgic of
the big band eral and "Tin-·ral,"
created and choregraphed by Bill
Evans.
Saturday night's concert will be
the only performance of the
Company, and tickets range from
$3.50 for the general public to $2.50
for students. Curtain time is 8:00
p.m.

Flestn-New mexico's Fnvorlte Trndltlon

$3.97

6.98 LIST·
Thru May 8th .
We carry a large selection of Rock, Jazz and
Classics in both LP and Tape at Everyday Low Prices!
Mon; .10-9
Tue,Wed,Thurs; 10-6
Fri; 10-Midnite

Sat; 10-6
sun; 1-5

Fiesta is a magic word in New Mexico. Fiesta is
the time when each community stops its normal ac·
tivities and celbrates. The dances and rituals
which symbolize the community are danced and acted out. Craftsmen of all descriptions come to vend
their wares. And everyone is invited to join the
celebration.
UNM's traditions are a little bit different than
some of the other places in New Mexico. No
Zozobra to burn like Santa Fe. No sacred dances
handed down from time immemorial like most of
the Indian pueblos. Just a certain tradition in en·
tertainmen t.
This year the celebration started one day early,
courtesy ofthe ASUNM PEC. Wednesday's show

Phone: 266-5924
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One fifth .Sou1hern Comfort
3 quar1s 7UP
6 oz. fresh lemon juice
One B·oz. can frozeh orange juice

One B·oz. can frozen lemonade
Chill ingredients. Mix in bucket,
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops
red food coloring (optional}; stir
lightly. Add ice, orange, lemon
slices. Looks and tastes gteau

.Southe•·•• Conafo•·t®
SOUTHERN ·cOMFORT CORPMATION, 100 PROOF liQUEUR, Sl LOUIS, MO. 63132
'
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featured the many talents of the Magie Theatre,
with their sword swallower, magician, belly dancer
and others. They were followed by Family Lotus,
one of Santa Fe's finest bands.
Yesterday morning UNM President William
Davis officially opened the ceremonies. From then
on it was poets, dancers, musicians and, most important, people celebrating. Acts taken from each
of the cultural traditions of New Mexico.
Today's festivities start with the percussion ensemble at 10:00 a.m. and keep going until the
Orquestra Internacional de Ray Camacho de
Fresno, California closes the show at midnight.
II you'd like to see a little bit of New Mexico, try
fiesta.

You know it's got to. he good ... when it's made with

4514 Central Ave. SE

i
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Recipe·

ON A·M RECORDS

tj

Energy nnd Emotion in movement~

Marion Cottrell

Students, who jaywalk at the in·
tersections of Yale and Central and
Stanford and Central are causing
many rear-end auto colisions, a
police department study reported.
'l'he study was done at the
request of UNM students and
suggests the University .could help
the situation by engaging in an
effective education campaign
whicl1 would encourage students to
obey the traffic laws.

!i

.

"'

The student protestors have also
brought out a hole in President
Davis' plan to broaden the student
base of the University by giving out
more scholarships around the
state.
The protestors said that the
scholarship awards are based on
the Na tiona! Merit Scholarship
Test which they said is biased,
'l'he students have also tried to
point out the issues they are talking

~
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Bill EvQns DQnce CompQny
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A slow spot In the celebtatlon

A Little Bit of

m~glc Ttoe~tte. Pholoby Phyllis Kushne•

--~
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Country Hoyt and the Red Octopus
j

everyone knew the lyrics to a
strange
Steppenwolf . song,
" (Goddilrnn) The Pusher Man."
Late one night in the spring of 1971
I was mellowing out in a bar in
Fort Worth, Texas when I finally
began to enjoy a song l thought I
had heard too much, "Joy to the
World." (Not the familiar hymn.
The song that stilrts "Jeremiah
was a bullfrog ... ") Last, and in my
opinion certainly le!lst, everyone
has heard Ringo singing, "No, no,
no, I don'tsmokeitno more."

"Fearless"
o HoytAxton
..:< A & M/SP-4571
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Review by Bill Barrett
''Fearless the 'Wonder Dog' is
0
•::! a 1 1/~ year old Saint Bernard. If
~ you wonder why, my reply is,
~ whynot?"
Hoyt Axton
~
Q)

z

In 1962 one of my favorite songs
was the Kingston Trio's "Green~ back Dollar." Five years later

00

~
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GOLD
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Whi!t does this wierd set of songs
have in common? They were all
written by an Okie named Hoyt
Axton. (his mother, I might add,
co-authored "Heartbreak Hotel,"
one of Elvis' first hits.) .
For years Hoyt Axton was known
only to the few who happened to be
in the small clubs he performed at
read the composer credits on the
records they listened to and the
even smaller nurnber who'd
happened to see him live. Slowly
but surely his audience has been
growing.
Fearless is his most recent
album, perhaps the first one to
get a lot of airplay and popular
acceptance. The songs are almost
all soft country rock, and with
the exception of Dylan's "Lay,
Lady, Lay," all Hoyt Axton compositions.
My favorite cut is an old song,
re-recorded, I guess so that all
the people who hadn't heard the
obscure out-of-print original
could hear Hoyt Axton at his
best. Primitive a capella chant:
Don't you know it's been
Raining in the mountains, and
the river's on tit I} rise;
We cannot hardly reach the
other side.
And the devil-he's in tmuble,
I can see it in his eyes;
If you don't give Mm shelter,
he'll have no place to hide.
I could talk forever about the
album, but I won't. If you like
good country rock, listen. Or bet·
ter yet, go see him tomorrow
night.

.,,
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Review

"Red Octopus"
Jefferson Stars/tip
Grunt/BFL1-0999
...
...
...
"America's Choice"
Hot Tuna
Grunt/BFLJ-0820
"' "' ...
"Yellow Fever"
Hot Tuna
Grunt/BFL1-1288

*

of

Re-cords
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Review by Terry England
Alas, San Francisco may be dying.·
Not the city. It's no worse than any other American city. No, I'm
talking about the sound that made it famous for the "turned-on"
generation or whatever they were. At the risk of being chastized. by
my detractors and other Starship-Tuna fans, I must say neither group
seems to have that inspiration any more.
"

"Swallowed up in the Great
· American heartland"
Tom Pacheco
RCA/APL 1-1254

*

"Miracles" is one of the worst songs I've heard. Starship may have
started a new type· of rock: Muzak-rock. "Miracles" is so overloaded
with violines, soft singing and heart-wrenching lyrics it's a wonder
Lawrence Welk hasn't picked up on it.
Much ~fRed Octopus is the same way. "Ai Garimasu," a love song
about China; "Sweeter Than Honey," the oth!lr song off the album
that got airplay; "Tumblin'," "There Will Be Love," "Play on Love"
ali' seem to-be a mellowing of the group. Unfortunately they've gone
too mellow for my taste.
"Fast Buck Freddie" is the best on the album with the same hard·
driving beat that made the Airplane/Starship famous. It's Gracie's
lyrics, the usual Slick outlook. Another one of Ratner's utopian songs
is also included, "I Want to See Another World."
Hot Tuna was doing a little better for a while. America's Choice is
solid playing, and a deep electric sound that is being copied by Sweet
and Status Quo. The sound is being copied. The playing isn't.
It says on the album cover the record should be played at maximum
volume. That's hard to do with earphones and retain your sanity.
"Funky #7" really gets going, contrasting with "Sleep Song" where
the lyrics blend nicely with the guitar. Actually, the song titles don't

••

You are cordially invited to "Harold's Hurrah" in honor
of the retirement from Vice Presidential duties of Dr.
Harold Lavender. We hope you can attend and help us make
this the gala event that Harold aeserves for his many years
of outstanding service to the University.
The
The
The
The

Date:
Time:
Place:
Cost:

May 7, 1976
.6:30 PM to 8:30 PM
Zuni-Tesuque Room, Albuquerque Convention Center
$5.00 per person. !his covers the room, a generous
supply of excellent hors d'oeuvres and a modest
gift for Harold. Tickets should be purchased in
advance of the reception.

Where to
Obtain Tickets:

Ale"'
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Tom, don't burden your niee
lunes with ponderous lyrics! Go
home lo Massnchusl•tts nnd gl't
yoursl'lf some roots that arC' real.

''Rad'iu-ac ti1•ity ''
Kraft we Tic
Capitol/ST-11457
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* Speeials on We_dnesdays
* Hote~kes Playing thru May 8
* Bluetail Follo-wing
* Water Mt Jug Band on Sundays

268-2300

255-7086
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gReview by Terry England
>
Now here's an album guaran'0
teed to raise the hackles of music
::!.
lovers. "This is music?" they say,
with their noses up in the air
c.:J
giving disdainful sniffs.
" "Second Class View of Para.tlise" ?
Well, yes, if you want to ex•
Roger Mr)l)n
::0
pand the horizons of music.
Capitril/ST-11448
~
Nobody has much trouble with
* George
"' Gesner
*
Review by
Tomita.
This
is
the
second
album
for
But, they say, Tomita takes
English
balladeer
Roger
Moon.
already established music and
electrifies it, while Kraftwerk Nflbody Knows My Name, his
makes junk sounds and calls it debut album, went virtually unnoticed. 'l'brough his associations
music.
with
such people as Peter Framp·
And what's wrong with that, I
ton,
Moon is slowly gaining
ask? Just because the sounds are
in music circles.
·
recognition
produced electronically instead
'l'he album starts with "If I
of with plucked strings or blown
instruments doesn't mean it's not Were A Ship," an easy•going
disco piece. Moon's voice has a
music.
But it has no purpose. It's unique nasal quality that is ef·
redundant. Nothing is said. It's fective on this album. He speaks
half German and half English and with a background of strings on
the lyrics are hard to understand "0 Angel In Disguise."
The reviewer's pick is "Keep
anyway.
Granted, "Radioactivity/Is in 'Em Dancing." It's a well done
the air for you and me" aren't the rocker with excellcnL vocals.
most poetic or inspiring lyrics "Let The Four Winds Blow" has
ever written, but in context with fine harmony singing and sounds
like tlw old Bay area group Bl)aU
the sounds it's interesting.
Interesting! Even you have to Brummels.
Some of the songs on the
admit you couldn't tell if. it was
scratched or if those sounds were .. album lose direction and are
intentional. Come to find out the sweet nothings to your ears.
edge had been broken and you Moon will be hack, but in the
didn't notice it until

Try Our 1\Tew -Mexiean Food%

--.P~ ,hrr-4 -

Now Open 7 ays
At Our New Location
2312 Central S.E.

*

third playing. You could've
wn•cked your needle,
'l'o that, all I can say is tlHlt'll
my prohlC~m. I should know the
differenc<'s between the sounds
crncl<s make and the sound
geiger counters mal<e.
You're full of it, Englund. It's a
dumb album. f~vcn the name of
lherecot·ding studio is dumb.
You mean Kling-klang Studios'?
I think that's great.
You would.

II
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Immediately

Lost Canyon

*

hopefully, in that the accompaniment is recognizably
Western Swing ... but the images
get in the way again. Ultimately
the aging Yankee kid, ex-rocker,
ex-folkie, sucking up to the
Austin scene just leaves one
depressed, perhaps a little sad .
The album's brightest points
are provided by Red Rhod.es on
pedal steel. On almost every cut
he gives his all, filling up musical
holes and urging the others on to
wring whatever surprises this
tired old material might yield.
Otherwise, the band plays
without distinction, seemingly
taking the lead from Ben Be nay's
faceless guitar. Drummers,
Bassmen, etc., change names
from cut to cut, with no impact on
the music at all. Even guest shots
on, a few of the songs by Steve
Miller, Jim. Keltner, and that
beautiful pianist from "Little
Feet," Bill Payne, are incapable
of sparking much life.
Pacheco sings with a baritone
growl familiar to local listeners in
the version provided by J .B.
Brown, resonant but a little uncertain on the tonalities, best
suited for settin' around, talkin'
and swappin' lies. But when he
tries to make the sound sing he
sends it wobbling up in the wake
of B.W. Stevenson, but without
the control and theatrical
phrasing that are of' Buckwheat's
saving grace.
Ultimately, ho~ever, it is as a
writer and composer that
Pacheco must be judged. He has
demonstrated his superior ability
in this line before, but the
present a! hum will do little to ad·
~~;::::==:==::::::o:.:f his art.

'

All three albums were recorded at the same place with the same
production coordinator. Both groups are managed by the same man
and two of the album covers-Octopus and Fever-were designed by
the same outfit.
Starship and Tuna aren't that far apart, although Slick says she
never sees Kaukonen any more. (That may be true, but one "Jacky
Kaukonen" is listed as executive secretary for Starship.)

Sincerely,

R.S.V.P.
277-3747
277..,5111

*

Beer Song," '''l'he' Tree Song,"
and "Jesse Tucker" -where the
oh-so-pJlolished accompaniment
sounds the tiredest, and
Pacheco's lack of timing and
phrasing skill is most nakedly
revealed.
Alt,hough there. are moments
of energy and bounce-for example the musical arrangements of
"Last Bike in Town" and "The
Land Will Roll On"-the
pedestrian triteness of the lyrics
quickly negates any high you
might try to get off these sounds.
In particular, consider the two
"tribute"
songs
on
the
album-dedicated to Willie
Nelson and Bob Dyland respectively. "The Singer" is a wide·
eyed fan's synopsis of the Dy Ian
Myth: Minnesota, motorcycle,
mysticism, the descent into
Woodstock and the Resurrection
of '75 ... all recounted with
ingenuous' optimism and bathos
which would make the paean's
subject shudder, while the band
lopes along behind in an incongruous fox-trot.
'"Til I First Hc:ard

The Gtent American Heartland?

After a while, though, the songs start sounding the same. This is
more noticeable on Yellow Fever than America's Choice;·even so, it's
better to play Choice a little at a time so you won't get bored.
. Yellow Fever does have good songs, some of them not what you ex·
pect. "Surphase Tension" is one, "Bar Room Crystal Ball" is another.
Play them separately for maximum effect.
Whether it would be wise for the two groups to get together again
is any body's guess. Some of the creative spark may return, but the
groups may be so far apart musically it could lead to disaster. One
thing both groups did that helped both was to drop Papa John Creach.
He has a ridiculous instrumental on Octopus and is missing completely on both Tuna albums. He has left both groups for good.

The Ticket Office in the Student Union Building
or Scholes Hall 227.

The Host Committee

I

Review by Jacob Hill
Here we are in the Somnolent
Seventies, and where does a kid
from Massachusetts, no longer
young as he once was, weaned on
Ricky Nelson and nurtured on
· Dylan, go with his music? Why,
"back" to the suddenly-modish
country he's never known, of
course!
·
Tom Pacheco has assembled an
album of polished but forgettable
tunes, one of which, "Dancing
Closer to the Bedroom Door,"
might hold up as a straight C&W
song with, say, Charlie Pride on
the vocal. On other songs the
lyrical content strains for
seriousness, indeed "significance," but the effect is to render
the efforts unmusical.
Now here is the poetic fire of
Pacheco's
"All
Fly
Away"-featured on. the Star·
ship's Dragonfly-evident: Most
embarrassing are the "talking

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eanilidmu~.Ea~songislitt~m~eiliananexcu~toplay.

To: University Community
From: Host Committee
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,.c Last Tango in Paris, directed by

j

Bertolucci, is undoubtedly one of
>. the most significant films of the
:;j last decade. Filled with ornate
~ camern work of tempestuous
8 love-making by Mnrlon Brando
-~ and Mnria Schneider. Tonight
~
- and tomorrow night at 7, 9 & 11
~ in the SUB.
il: Bugs Bunny Superstar, a paean
to animated cartoons as much as
it is to Bugs Bunny, continues
;: tonight at Don Pancho's, across
~ from the U. on Central.
&: Dr. Strangelove (Or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love
the Bomb), undoubtedly Stanley
Kubrick's funniest and The
Magic Christian, a satire on the
evils of money are at the Guild.
Both films feature Peter Sellers.
Banjoman, the film about Earl
Scruggs that has many other performers like Joan Baez and the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is playing
at the Screening Room in the First Plaza Galeria downtown.
The Joys of a Woman, more softcore porn, is the feature in the
Screening Room II.
Rock and Roll Your Eyes, a concert film about Emerson, Lake &
Palmer is the midnight movie at
Don Pancho's.

z

The Way We Were, a love story Mall.
,
starring Robert Redford and Bar- Next Stop, Greenwich Village,
bra Streisand is showing at the Paul Mazursky's film about much
Encore, few blocks east on Cen- of his own life in the artists'
tral.
colony, is the third feature at the
Inserts claims
to be a Louisiana Mall.
"degenerate film with dignity." Ladies and Gentlemen, the
Rated X and showing at the Rolling Stones (Guess what this
Lobo, just east of the Triangle.
. one's about) is the midnight flick
All the President's Men, based at the Fox Winrock.
on the book based on the ''third- The Call of the Wild is a Jack
rate burglary" and a fairly good London dog story starring
film to boot, is playing at the Charleton Heston and also one of
Hiland on Central near San the three movies at the Mon·Mateo.
tgomery Plaza.
Taxi Driver, a film about the Lipstick, about a high-class
New York tourists rarely see, model whose come-on works for a
with a great performance by rapist, js also at theM Plaza.
Robert DeNiro, is playing at the If You Don't Stop It, You'll Go
Fox Winrock in Winrock Center.
Blind, if you don't change films,
Family Plot, the latest from you'll go broke, playing at the M
Alfred Hitchcock, about kid- Plaza.
nappers and mystics and taxi Robin and Marian with good perdrivers and a fortune, is playing formances by Sean Connery and
at the Louisiana Mall on Audrey Hepburn in a film about
.
Louisiana.
middle-aged swashbuckling. Los
The Duchess and the Dirtwater Altos.
Fox with Goldie Hawn and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
George Segal in a comedy romp Nest, the movie that does not
through the wilde west is light deserve all the awards it got, is
entertainment if something like showing at the Cinema East on
"Taxi Driver" is too much. Eubank near Candelaria.
Segal's horse Blackjack just Bad News Bears, the story of a
about steals the show. Louisiana Little League team so bad they
get desperate and get a girl
(Tatum O'Neal) to pitch for them.
Walter Matthau plays the losing
' ,.,
coach. Cinema East.
Rattlers, an imitation Jaws, starts tonight at the Mall Cinema.
'\ '•

Brannigan, a John Wayne movie,
is at the Hoffman town, Wyoming
andMenaul.
The Hindenburg, a disaster film
starring George C. Scott, is
showing at the .Los Altos, near
the intersection of Wyoming and
Montgomery.

FAR, ..
I

POlley for Lip Service-Notices run the day
before and the day of the event, J!~pace available.
Notices are not aceepted by phone. Organizations

may pick up forms to mail to

~he

LOB9, rm 138,

Marron HaD. Deadline for notices is 4::)0 p.m. the

day be£ore publication. The LOBO reserves the
right to edit notices and delete those considered
Inappropriate for this column.
Get

i~ some ballroom dancing before

finals-Friday nlgl1t., Rm. 101. Cnrlislc Gym at 7

p.m.

Teacher Evaluation Is seeking new chnirperson.
Should be here for lra.ining this summer. Position
is paid. Apply at Student Govt, suite 242, SUB.

A few positions arc still o~cn for T(!achcr
Evaluallon, Apply at the SUB Rm. 242.

tuttt- PO me POSITKJN

PAPt/5..

"The Seagull," · one of Anton
Chekhov's most popular plays, is
currently being performed in
repertory with "Danton's Death"
by Georg Buchner in the
Experimental Theatre.
As with "Danton's Death," "The
Seagull" concerns itself with deep
emotions; but the similarity ends
there. Chekhov presents the life of
a family, their emotions and the
destruction of beautiful things.
"The Seagull," which has been
performed on film and television,
is a totally student production.
Directed by Rita Giorni, a senior
theatre arts major, the play is a
culmination of the season for the
Experimental Theatre.
"The Seagull" is presented in
four acts and will be performed
again on Saturday night at 8:00
p.m. "Danton's Death" will be
performed tonight at 8:00p.m. and
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
(rather than 2:30 as was previously
reported in "The Lobo").
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ANNE'S
SNACK SHOP
Under New Management
at WEST MESA BOWL
2024 Coors NW, 831·2811
25% OFF to UNM Students

fincl thl' m1•aningful portion) is
Wl'll donl', a good form of lht•
short story.
A lot ('OU ld lw said about a
photo t>ditor that runs his own
photos. Six of tlw s<'VC'n of tlw
photos in this issut' ar<' Carl
Volk's, the photo (•ditor. 1'his is a
l'IH•ap shot. Tlw photos art• poor
imagt•s in thP first plar1•. Pr<•t t,v
piel urt>s of buildings and old
womt'n ar1• not what I PXJll'd in a
rnmpus litPJ'ary magazilll'. Volk
has no husilwss doing this; lw has
no busilwss as photo Pditor il' h<>
isn't inlPI'<•stN] in soli!·iting
photos !'rom olh!'J' soul'l'PS. tlNM
has man;· photo l'htss<>s, nnd
sur<>ly tlwrL• is s111nctiling out

THE
AU. NEW

~nt.

ACKS!

=
=
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*
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1

***

THE

*

Plus Special ()nest S!nr:

I•a)Jl••
'lav
4-tlt at S:OOJ•·,J· ·
•
(TS'I At•CIJil
Hcscn·cd Scat Tickets
,\ntilahlc ,\(:

'ic St'B Box Office, Gc11eml Store, All ic
Rams, Gold Street, Xatural Sounds
ic (.:\Icnattl), and Candyqwn-Santa Fe ic

GONDOLA LOUNGE
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Now Offets Complete

=
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(Another room of Peplno's on Centtal)
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&

2:23k·11,0:59~\ !lc 11

ffi~

A Complete
Rolling Stones Concert

tht•re worth ineluding.
'l'lw spventh photo is by
MiguPI Gandl'l't. It is a good one,
but I lmow .Gand(•rt can do betl<:r. Il's not really his fault. but
tlw fault of a photo editor who
needed somt•one ('lse as a lokt'n
gt•sttu·r.
Graphics are most notable by
lht>ir abs0iH'r. WI.' are treated to
armadillos, whirh bav(• no
hl.'aring on anything, and l'illl•J'
drawings with no valtii' at all.
Again, a ('<JSl' of not looking for
!lw ramp us lalt•nt.
Sonw of tlw Thunderbird is
good: lhP rt>sl is a p1;imr Pxampll'
of why ASUNM stopjwd giving it

Phoru•: 21i!i·-t67!'i
\\ t'C'k1I~H•
1 ~o'l ~ !:1:23 P .\t.

a
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Okie's Featu~es:

proof that William Blake and
Sltr looked sr1 fa.ir
William Carlos Williams have
·In the midnight uir
done more to ruin modern poetry
As the wind lileu• up II er
than. an army of Rod McKuen nightie
could ever hope to do. Whatever
the virtue of the work of a man
Her t ils hung loose
like Williams, he started a
Li/ce the ball<~ on a moose
movement that led to the
Jesus Ch?·ist Almighty.
publication of thousands of pages
settled on the word "en" by mindless, self,obsessed idiots This poem shows a L'imunand of
chanNng," I could see his was 'who ;tll think that they are Walt traditional form that is ungoing in anot!te1· direction.
Whitman re-incarnated. These surpass<>d by any poet in this
"Yrm 'didn't like Kathleen
ideas are reinforced by jello· arPa,
Fraser? Diane Walwwski? ... "
brained tcachl'rs who, in their at''1 haven't Wced·anything since tl'mpts to (•ommunicatp, initiate
1750." Tfi(m, after a moment's courses in Joni Mitchell's lyrics
Prose Review by 'ferry England
reflectirm, hr added, "except as poetry and tell impressionable
Ezra Pound. " ·
freshmen that Gregory Corso is
If you have en.foyed some of the quintessence of American
The prose isn't bad, conthe poetry for prose for that
poetry.
. sidl'ring this is th(• 1'/umderbirrL
matter) that has been written
(You sec, the T-Bird has a
since 1750, you might want to
You really can't blame these rc·putation in prose just slightly
look at this yew·'s Thundt,rbird. students for thinking what they bl'low that of its poetry
1 enfoyed some of what I 7'ead.
write is poetry. Nohody has ever reputation.)
Approximately 2800 /tape been bothered to tell them differt'ntly.
printed up; they are free, and When they sec a celebrated per"Child Within a Child" by
you can pic/( them up at I he Fi11e sonage like Gary Snyder scream Diana BarrNt 1s writtl'n
A 7'ts Di/1rary Counte1·, the Stu- for ten minutes about his baby's sparingly, but packing a lot of
,denl Information Counter, the
wrinkled _ scrotum, what con· emotion into a fpw words. Truth
the Student PublicatiDns boa1·d elusions arc they supposed to closl's in on fiction.
Office fMarmn Hall, 1311 a.nd the draw'! This is an ugly and
Although Phillip Havt•y's
English Depm·tment's Office and dangerous tn·nd in American ll't·
Informafl'on Deslc.J
of Honor" has a tl•n·
"Criml'S
ters, and all conscientious
d~nr,v
lo
plod, it's still a good
Poetry Review by Alan Dumas
t•ducators should makt• an pffort
story. Four mt•n aft PI' two wonwn
Onct' again The Thunderbird to stop this horrible abust>.
fight a dul'l70 yPars apart, and as
h;ts madt' public tht' poC>try of our
studt'nts and faeulty. As in
But back to the TliundcriJird. usual tlw WCJml'n losp,
previous years, much of it is so A fpw por.'ts did show some
Jt•rry K Johnson's "What
horrible it defies description. promise. Hi<'hard Capo~zi ;lnd Eastt•r Mt•ans to Mt'" is an t•xt•rEditor Pat Spahn is to be Poli. Sci. proft'ssor I't•ter Lupsha cisl' in adjt•ctiVl'S ancJ unrl'llltl'd
creditl'd for a good deal more S<'('ffi to (lxercise a {1ertnin imagrs ("warm nights of ghost
val'iety in stylt' and content this amount of control over thPir ltth•s and gradl'·S• hoot urmP,"l
year !keeping the "Turquoise wo!'k. And to lw fair to l'l't•ryon!', Jdft•rv Hudson has nevl'r b1•t•n
Skys" to a minimum), but other- an annuallikt• lhl• ThwltlC1'1!i!'ll is know;, to writt• anything imwise this unfortunate young npver a good basis for jud gnwn t mPrliatPI~· undl'rstandable at fir·
lady's taste is lamentablf.'.
of anyonP's ahilitil's. In fact, the · st rPading: you willl1avf.' to rracl
Tht•fl' is still a fair amount of bt'st poPm suhmit!Pd to llH' "All No hie Things" st•vt•rallinws
you1· basic Smokey-tht'-Bt•ar Thundcrbil'd wasn't eV('Il pl'in· and dt•l·id<• what it m<•ans for vou.
Sutra J)(ll'try ("As I sto(ld (ll1 San- tl'd. It's <'ailed "To JuniJll'r" and
Jat·qut•lhw :'11akl•l's untilled !I
dia Cr!'sl!I thought 'J<'u('k you, was signt•d simply "Mountain haVP this thing about "unCity Trippt'rs" ), somP poPiry of Bill":
titl!•d"~to m1• it is a r1•fusal to
violt•nrt• and r<H'ial identification
IGivP nw a rifle 'Blood of Condor)
and a largt• number of wcasf.'l
KMYR MIDNITE MOVIE
imagists who inscrih(> thl•ir
poPms "To J aek Kt'rouac- il
miglior fabbro."
Tht•s!' young poets are living
LADIU & G[NTl[MtN

=
e

Last. -§
:: Tango I
§ In Paris ~

0

..

I

(Editor's .note: As Alan
Dumas sat writing this, he asked
me how 1 would describe Gary
Snyde1•'s prJetr11. I immediately
fW,shed on the beauty a1id intensity of Myths and Texts, the
imagery of poems like · "Spel
Against Demons" frrJm Turtle
Island. By the time my mind had

OR/JIWIZE~, ANP ANDY

Seo.gull

~ Free Cheese

~rktr
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Happy
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Jug of.• .;- Thunderbird
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New mexican Dishes!

Served with. _Sopaipillas
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Abell
Adamson

Explor of Universe (Complete} 3rd.
Holt
·
Understanding Physical Chemistry
2nd. '69 Benj (P J

Fitzgerald
7.50

Fisher
Flanders
Forsythe

3.50

AlbrechtCarrie
Anaya
Anderson

4 ..50
Dip! Hist ofEu;ope Rev '73H·R (P)
1.90
Bless Me· Ultima
Toward New Sociology Rev '74
Dorsey (P)
3.75
Developmental Anatomy 7th '65
Arey
Revptg '74 Saunders
5.50
9.50
An grist
Direct Energy Conversion
Bellman
Lighting The Stage
7.25
2.50
Bowness
Modern Eurpoean Art
Acoustical Foundations of Music
Back!ls
'69 Norton ·
4.90
Norton Intro Literature (Poetry)
Bain
'73Nort (P)
3.00
Norton Intro Literature (Comb
Bain
Shorter) '73, Nort (PJ
4.00
Industrial
Plastics
'73
GW
(7}
4.00
Baird
Unheavenly City Revisited '74
Bad field
LB(P)
2.50
Bird .
Transport Phenomena
10.35
Presidential Character '72 PH (P}
Barber
3.50
Wonder that was India
Basham
3.50
Baugh
Chaucer's Major Poetry '63 PH ACC 6.00
Bennis
Interpersonal Dynamics 3rd '73
Dorsey (Rdgs)
7.00
Geography of Market Centers Retail
Berry
Dist '67 PH (P)
.
1.75
Berscheid Interpersonal Attraction '69 AW (P) 1.50
6.00
Research in Education 2nd. '70 PH
Best
Archaeological Perspectives '72
Binford
7.00
A cad
Weather Elements 5th '65 PH \Ref)· 6.75
i"'' Blair
· Intro to Fortran IV Program (Using
Blatt
Watfor/Watfiv Compiler)
(Brown Coverf7l Goodyear (P)
5.50
National Experience (Part 2) Since
Blum
18653rd. '73HB (P)
3.75
Aspects of Language 2nJ, '75HB (P) 4.50
Bolinger
Internatl.Structure of City (rdgs)
Bourne
'710UP (P)
3.25
Engineering Statistics 2nd '72 PH
8.50
Bowker
·Bennett
Momentum, Heat, & Mass Transfer
9.75
Mechanical Measurments
8.00
Beckwith
Basic Microbiology w/ Appl '73 PH
7.00
Brock
Speech Communication 2nd' '74
Brooks
4.50
Brown
Speech/Communication
Approaching
Burgoon
'74Holt
4.00
Western Civilization (Vol. l) 8th
Burns
4.50
'73Nort (P)
History of Greece 4th '75 St
Bury
6.50
Mart
Environment and Archae'ology
Butzer
9.00
2nd.'71 Aldine
7.25
Vector Mechanics (Statics}
Beer
6.85
Ele~entary Surveying
Brinker
8.50
Stage Make-up
Carson
3.50
Medieval History 2nd '69 Mac (P)
Cantor
·cantor
Medieval World (300-1300) 2nd. ·
2.65
'68Mac(PJ
Western Civilization VoL1
Canto~
6.90
'69SF (OVJ
Building Lil1rary Collections 4th
Carter
'74 Scarecrow (trade)
4.50
8.50
Physica.l Chemistry ?nd. '71 A W
Castellan
Chambers Western Experience (Since 1640)
'74 Knopf (P).
4.50
I
.
Chisholm . Rurai'Settle!llent Land Use
'70 Aldine (P J ·
·
1.50
-Clough
8.50
Construction Contracting
Fourier
Sel'ies
etc
2nd.
'63
MeG
6.50
Churchill
Civilization (Art) '69 Harp (P)
4.00
Clark
Labor in United States 4th '75 Merrill 7.25
Cohen '
Contemporary Psychology Effective
Coleman
6.75
Behavior '74.SF
Symbolic. Logic 4th '73 Mae
Co pi
6.00
Coughlin
Elementary Applied Caleulus
·
(Short Crs) '74AB
7.00
Crouch
Functional Human Anatomy 2nd '72
6.25
LF
Cruz
Signals in Linear· Circuits '74 HM
8.50
Curtis
. Biology 2nd '75 Worth
7.50
. 8.00
Doyle
Manufacturing Processes, Etc..
David
World of the Burglar Paperback
3.00
Davis
Intro to Vector Analysis 3rd. '75 AB
7.50
DeCecco· Psychology ·of Learning lnstruc
2nd. '74PH
6.00
DeRobertis Cell Biology 6th '75 Saund
7.50
DymtryshynMedieval Russia (900-1700)
·
2nd '73.Dryden (P)
3.50
Dye
Irony of Democracy 3rd.
.
'75Duxbury (P)
4.00
Davis
Testing Inspection of
Engineering Materials
7.75
Dunham
Contracts, Specs, Law
9.25
Ekvall
Fields on the Hoof '68
..... ·
Holt (p) Series
1.40
Disciplined Imaglnation '69
Enscoe
AW(PJ
1.75
·wayward Puritans
Erikson
3.00
Fedler
Reporting for Print Media
'73 HB (P) Workbook
3.50
Fieser
Organic Experiments 3rd
'75Health
5.00

Flanders
Foster
Fitzgerald
Gearheart
Geiger
Gerber
Gassner
Giffin

Basic Elec Engineering 4th
'75McG
Middle East 2nd. '69 Knopf
Calculus '70 A cad·
Computer Science (First
Course) 2nd. '75 Wiley
Elementary Functions'YA.G.
Basic Nuclear Engineer
Basic Electrical Engineer
Learn Disabilities Educ Strategies
'73Mosby
Climate Near the Ground 4th
'65HUP
American Woman in Sport
'74"AW
World Drama (Encycl~pedia}
Personal Communication in
Human Relations '74 Merrill (p)

Golembiewski"
Public Administration 3rd.
'76 RM (P) (Readings}
Latimore
Greek Tragedies Ill
Grey
Writing Process '72 Wads (P}
Gross
Oceanography (View of
Earth) '72 PH !Ref)
Gunther
Writing the Mag. Article
Guyton
BasicHuman Physiology '71
Saund
Guyton
Function of Human Body 4th
'74 Saund
Grout
Hi's tory of Western Music
Long Version
Hill
Intro To Switching Theory
Hickerson Route Location Design
Halliday
Fundamentals of Physics 70 REV
'7 4 Wiley -_·.
Harris
Casebook on Reading Disability
'70 Mckay (P)
Harris
Dance a While 4th '68
Burg (Spiral)
Havighurst Pirenne Thesis 3rd
'76Heath (P)l>robl. Ser
Heineman Plane Trig Tables 4th
'74McG
Hempel J Philosophy of Natural Science
'66 PH (P) (Series)
Hick

Classic -·Contem Rdgs Philos
of Religious 2nd '70 PH
Hickman
Biology of Invertebrates
2nd '73 Mosby
Hirschfield • Power of the Presidency
'2nd '73 Aldine (P)
H mpmelblan Basic PrinciplesY Calculation
In Chern. Engineering
Henry
Public Administration
Public Affairs ·
Hitchcock M!lgars of Banyan Hill '66
Holt (P)
.
Hollister
Odysseus to Columbus
(Classicai"Med Hist) '74
Wiley (TQ) (P}.
Horn
Second Skin (Study of
. Clothing) 2nd '75 HM
Huang
• Engineering Mechanics
Vol. 2 Dynamics '67 A W
Huheey
Inorganic Chemistry '72
HarpR
Hull

'

· Phonics for Teachers of
Reading 2nd '76 Merrill (P)
Hulse
Psychology of Learning 4th
'75McG
· ·
Hume
Treatise of Human Nature Oxford·
Hymovich Family Heal~h Care '73
McG(P)
'·
Johns
Health for Effective
Living 6th '75McG
John
Gas Dynamics
Kasperson Structure of Polit·Geography
'69 Aldine (OV}
Katz
lntro Reference Work
(Voll) Basic Inform 2nd '74 MeG

Leftwich
9.25
6.50
8.00

Leone
8.00
5.00
9.50
9.25

.

Knobler
Lockard
Lage
Laitinen

Visual Dialogue- Paper
Design Drawing
Price System ·Resource
Allocation 2nd '76 Dryden (PJ Wkbk
Chemical Analysis (Adv Txt)
2nd '75McG

·Lorrain

6.50
11.5 5

Contemporary Archaeology
'72 SIU (PJ ·
Electromagnetic Fields- .
Waves
2nd.
'70

4.50
Freem

5.65

Levenspiel Chemical Reaction Engineering
Lambe
Soil Mechanics

9.00

Makin

5.90
7.50
2.50
4.25
2.00
7.25
4.00

8.00
9.50
10.00

Macroeconomics '75
Dryden
March
Physics for Poets '70 MeG
Massialas Education~Political System
'69AW (P)
Malmstadt Digital Electronics For
Scientists
Meyerhof Elements of Nuclear Physics
McCoimell Economics 6th '75
MeG
McMahon Crash Course in Composition
'73McG (P)
Meigs
Intermediate Accounting
3rd '74McG
Meining
Southwest (3 Peoples in Geog
Change '71 OUP (P)

6.50
5.00
3.75

Popov
Paquette
6.50
5.25
5.25
7.00
6.00
7.25
3.50
7.00
8,75
l5.85
6.75
5.00
3.00

IO.oo

Intro To Mechanics Of Solids
Transportation Engineering

Radhakris.h'nan
Source Bk Indian Philosophy
'57 PUP (PJ
Radzinowicz Criminal in Arms of Law
(Vol. 2) '71 Basic (P)
Radzinowicz Criminal in Society Vol. 1 '71 Basic (P)
Rahn
Biology (Science of Life)
. '74 Mac
Riblet
Solid Gold Copy Editor
'74 Aldine (P)
Mass Media (Report Writing
Rivers
.Editing) 2nd. '75 Harp R
Four Psychologies Applied to
Roberts
Education
lntro
.Mod Experimental
Roberts
Organic Chemistry 2nd. '74Holt
Concise History of Modern Ptg
Read
Mechanical
Engineering
Shigley
Design
Logic 2nd.ed. '73PH (P}
Salmon
Greek Roman Philos after
Saunders
Aristotle '66 Free P (P)
Argentina
Scobey

Skoog
Snead
Stainer

6.50

Sulzer

2.50

Symon
Taaffe

7.50
1.50

Mer.anto

School Politics in
Metropolis '70 Merrill (P) .
Merkx
New Perspectives of Latin
America
Michael
Far East in Modern
8.50
World 3rd '74 Dryden
Miles
Theories of Management
.• 3.50
'75McG
Millman
Integrated
Electronics
3.50
'72McG
Mott
American Journalism 3rd.
1.50
'62Mac
Mussen
Child Devcl
5.75
Personality 4th '74 Harp R
Myers
Dynamics of Human
2.00
Communications 2nd '76 MeG
(P} Wkbk(CLEAN COPI~SONLY}
Needler
Lation ,Ainer Politics in
6.75
Persp 2nd '68 Rev Prtg VNR (P)
Newhall
History of Photography . ·
7.50
Needler
Political Systems Latin
America 2nd '70 VNR (TQJ (Readings)
2.00
Newby
Audiology 3rd '71
PH/ACC
9.50
Newman
Knowing the Gururumba
•
'65
Holt (P) (Case Studies)
5.50
Nicholson Intermediate Microeconomics·
Its Application '75 Dryden
1.50
O'Connor
Fund of Chemistu '7 4
Harp R (P)
Omar
Elem Solid State Phys
3.00
'75AW
Otto
· Corrective~Remedial
6.65
'
Teaching 2nd '73HM
. Peurigoy
Construction Planning
6.25
Peck
Foundation Engineering
Parker
Simplified Design-Timber
10.00
-Structural Steel'
Parenti
Democracy for Few '74
St ~ Martin (P)
2.25
Park
Eallth Bound '75 Freeman
Cooper (P)
6.25
Peterson
Principles of Economics
2.50
(Macro} Rev '74 Irw.in (P)
Phillips ' Interpersonal Dynamics
3.75
in Small Group '70 RH OV
,
Powers
Boundary Value Problems
4.50
'72
Acad
9.50
Press •
· Earth 24 Freem
Piston
Harmony
'6.25 •
Peters
Plant De~ign rEconomics
For Chemical Engineers
5.00

Starr

Stroll

5.25
6.50
9.50
8.00

Thermodynamics 3rd.
'75AW
.
Sears
College Physics (Complete)
4th '74AW
Seese
. ·Basic Chemistry '72 PH
Sickels
Presidential Transaction '74
PH(P)
SkinnerEarth Resources 2nd '76
PH(P)
Strauss
Wave Generation

7.75
6.75

6.40

Kaufmann

Money" Financi;il System
'75RM
Keedy
College Algebra '74
AW (P) (textwkbk) Clean Copies Only
Keedy
Intermediate Algebra 2nd
'75 A W (P) Clean Copies Only
Kennedy
Macroeconomics '75 AB
Klein
Money The Economy 3rd.
'74HB
Kleppner
Advertising Procedure
6th '73PH
Knapp
Nonverbal Communication
Human Interaction '72Holt (P}.
Kolars
Human Geography '74McG
Kolthoff
Quantitative Chemical Analysis
4th '69Mac
Kotschevar Quantity Food Producing
2nd '75 Wiley

Lehinger

Sears

Price System Resource
Allocation 6th '76 Dryden
Biochemistry 2nd '75
'75 Worth

2.75
3.75
8.00
6.50
9.75
6.50
7.50

Wheeler

5.50

7.00
7.00
9.00
6.50
9.25
8.75
7.00
6.90
.

'

2.50

2.00
2.00
10.75
6.00
6.75
3.00
10.00
3.75
3.50
8.00
2.25

2.50
7.00
1.50
9.00
2.00

6.25
7.50
7;90
7.00
3.50
6.25

Weston

1.50

Introductory Readings i.n
Philosophy '72Holt (PJ
Behavior.al Mod Procedure Sch
Personel '72 Dryden .
Mechanics 3rd '71 A W
Geog of Transportation '73
PH(PJ

Man's Domain (Thematic Atlas)
3rd '75McG
.
!J'rewartha Introduction to Climate 4th
'68McG
Forest People
Turnbull
Theor.y of Vibrations wI Appl
Thomson
Ulam
Russian Political System '74
RH(P)
U of Chic. Manual of Style 12th Rev.
'69UCP
.
Vander
Human Pysiology 2nd '75 MeG
VanWylen Fund Classical Thermodynamics
2nd '73 Wiley
Ventry
Hearing Measurement '71 PH/
. ACC (P) ·
Van Christy .Foundations In Singing
Weidner
Elementary Modern Physics
.2nd '68 AB (OV)

4.00

7.00

Analytical Chemistry (Intro)
2nd. '74 Holt
Atlas of World Physical
Features '72 Wiley (P)
Microbial World 4th
'76PH

8.00
7.00

Thrower

Welty

2.00
3.75

.

Music Scores-OmnibnsPtl

8.00

Life of the Birds 2nd '75
Saund
Managerial Finance 5th
'75 Holt
Modern Mathematics 3rd
'73BC

Wheelwright

Aristotle

Wheelwright ~resocratics '66 Qdy (P)
Willgoos.e Health Educin Elementary School
4th '74Saund
'
Wilson
Principles of Nutrition 3rd'75 Wiley
Wilson
Public Speaking as a Liberal
Art3rd '74
Wang
Reinforced Concrete Design
Wang
Matrix Methods
Wolf
Guide To Electronic Measurements
Zeilik
Astronomy '76 Harp R.
Zeilik
Study Guide '76
HarpR(P) Zemlin
. Speech He!idng Science
'68PH
Zintz
Corrective Readings 2nd
'72Brown

.

9.25
7.50
7.00
1.75
2.15
5.40
6.50
4.50
9.25
7.75
8.00
7.00
2.00
7.00
4.50

2.00
3.00
3.50
6.00
7.00
5.00
10.25
5
9.00
8.75

2.50
4.00
3.50
6.50
3.00
7.00
4.75
5.50
3.50
9.25
2.00
2.00
1.50

LANGUAGES
Literature'Hispanoamericana Vol.
1 Rev '70 Rinehart (P)
Barrette
Second French '68 SF
Canton
Nosotro Somos Dios (Ed
Trifilo} '66 Harp R (P)
Cinco Maestros '69 HB (P)
Coleman
Dalbor
Spanish Pronunciation' '69
Rinehart
DaSilva.
Concept Approach to Spanish 3rd
'75HarpR
DelRio
Del Solar; Hispanico
DelRio
Literature Espanola II
Englekirk Anthol Span Amer Lit Vol.
12nd..k'68 PH/ ACG {P)
La Poesia Hispano Amer
Florit
Desde El Modernismo '68
PH/ACC
Kretsch
Images et Reflects
Litteraries '67 MeG (P)
La madrid Communicating in Spanish Level
1 '74HM
Loprete
Ibero America 2nd '74 Scrib (P)
Deutsch Heute '7 4 HM
Moeller
Creative Spanish 2nd
Olstad
'72 Harp R (P)
Penuelas
Intro A La Literature J:)spanol
Voll, '69McG
Switzer
Pensee et Litterature Francaises
"7.1 MeG fOP)
Tarr
Graded Span Review Gram
Com 2nd. '73PHiACC
Macario Traven '71 HM (P)
Wilson
Wilson
Introduction A b. Lateratura
Espanola
Spielund Sprache '71 Norte
Wishard
(P)Wkbk (CLEAN COPIES ONLY}
Anderson

4.75
5.50
2.25
3.50
4.00 .
5.00
4.50
4.60
'
4.00

6.75
3.()0
6.50
3.00
'4.90
3.00

6.00
6.75
4.50
1.60
2.00
1.90
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Regents VOte

Carter Come§_,t;Jg.§Jl...~

tO' co'rlsider ·Aid for

JJy 1\:larit Tully and Orlando 1\:ledina

The UNM Hogen ts voted at a meeting Wed·
ncsdny to allow negotiations to begin between the
University and the Bernalillo County Medical Ccnter (BCMC) for a loan and line of credit to the
financially phtgued hospital. The Regents also
voted to establish a committeo to investigate
possible modifications to the hospital's governing
board.
Tho Hegents' decision came after a request by
th(l BCMC Board of 'l'rustees at their Wednesday
meeting. The trustees were told at the meeting
that BCMC faces a $2.1 million operational deficit
for this fiscal year's budget.
The BCMC request was presented by Hegcnts
Henry Jaramillo and Albe1·t Simms who also sit on
the BCMC Board of Trustees. 'l'he hospital is
owned .by Bernalillo County but operated by the
University.
.
• "This is a matter of desperaLion .... We need the
University to intercode on behalf of the hospital,"
Henry Jaramillo .
Jaramillo said.
,
Simms explained that part of BCMC's budget
__________;_p_ro_b_I_c_m_s_c_·a_m_c_fr_o_m_it_s..:p:.._l_tr...:t_ia_l_f.:..u_n_d_in:::g:..f:.::.r.:..o:.m.:....a:.:_m...:i.:.:ll_

BCMC

levy.
"One-sixth of our expenses are covered now by
the mill levy compared with the one,third covered
three years ago," Simms said.
Simms said the Hegents should consider a
suggestion that the hospital be sol.d to the Univer·
sity, "so the University has direct control over the
finances."
.
Acting on a. recommendation from Jaramillo and
·approval from the Hegcnts, Hegents President"
Calvin Hor.n named an ad hoc committee to in·
vcstigate the structure of the hospital's governing
board.
·
'
Named to the ad hoc committee were: Leonard
Napolitano, acting UNM vice president for Health
Sciences and dean of the Medical School; Regents
Henry Jaramillo, Ann Jourdan, Austin Roberts
and Calvin Horn; County commissioners Robert
Hawk and David Santillanes; Pat Trujillo of the
All-Indian Pueblo Council, UNM President
William Davis; John Perovich, UNM vice
presidont for business and finance; UNM Att01·ney
P~t~r Ras_k and Mike Cancelosi, BCMC hospital ad·
_:m::.:.:.:m=Jstrator.
.
·

UNM Students Choose Ford

THUNDERBIRD

(!);

:~

Albert Simms

j

Graduates

Photo by Wendell Hunt

Cream for a Day

To Vote

Janet Walker, assistant dean of students, a Ia
mode.

On Budget

Registration To Stay
At 1816 Las Lomas

The
approximate
$60,000
Graduate Student Association
<GSA J budget will be presented to
GSA members on Friday, May 7.
Ballot boxes will be located in the
SUB lobby, Ferris Engineering .
and the Law School. Voting will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

· The Registration Center will
remain at 1816 Las Lomas NE
instead of being moved back into
Bandelier East this week as
originally sched1.ded.
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Gerald Ford defeated Ronald said no.
statement that "detente is a oneA law barring smoking in public way street which favors the
Reagan and all the Democratic
Presidential contenders in a recent places drew support forllll24 of the Russians", 33.8 per cent belive
survey of University of New students polled and was opposed by detente benefits the U.S, and the
86. Other responses elicited in the Soviet Union equally;
Mexico students.
Only Jimmy Carter gave Ford a survey included:
--fi3.1 per cent favor further
close race. He reeeiyed 40 .per cent
reliance
on nuclear poW€:l', while
-40 per cent believe the U.S. has
to 40.9 per cent of the 225 students
55.1
per
cent
oppose
nationalization
given
"too much military aid" to
selected at random. from the UNM
38.7 per cent say "the right
Israel,
telephone directory and questioned of oil companies;
-45.3 per cent agree with the :~mount" has been given •
·
by students in Dr. James Lee
Ray's political science class.
Despite their pn)ference for the ~~~~~~
conservative Ford, ony 61 of the 225
students described themselves as
UNJ\:1 Literary 1\:lagazhte
conservatives, compared to 84 who
said they are liberals and 6 selfIS HERE TODAY
identified moderates.
Four
NOON -k 1\:IARRON HALL -/~ ROOM 131
classified themselves as radicals.
"And the students' positions on.
social issues are generally
liberal," reports Dr. Ray. "I was
somewhat surprised, considering
their support for Ford.'' Among the
"liberal" positions expressed by
the UNM students:
-81.8 per cent favor the Equal
Rights Amendment;
--fi4.9 per cent support legalized
abortion;·
.-fi4.4 per cent favor a lower
drinking age in New Mexico;
-73.8 per cent support
decriminalization of marijuana.
Almost 81 per cent of the
students said they have been or are ·
now registered voters. Ninety
consider themselves Democrats,
compared to 50 Republicans and 56
Independents.
Asked whether tax dollars should
be spent for Bicentennial
celebrations, 98 said yes and 98

ll:an

11i'ti!U!J,~r·,Jft• fur fU'IIII'l' n1.1nh, \f;t} 1. J p.m.;
~~·Iff., .1! .JJNt::r' ('Jl.-1\t't' Jl.trL l{;jlf~ .tt ;( f•.m.
I ll•:•tt•\ ~wld. -""fJnll~ttJ'i•tJ h,l EttU<d HiJ!hf., and
l'rull!u·tt~t· ,Juhtur .\J:, l'l'up!t• l'nrtt•d rut' PoJ!i'rt·.tl
\r I totl.~

..\ttt•ntinn dntm rt•.,ith•nt<~: IJt>adlinc• !nr fall
rt•m•wal-.: i., ~1a)· ;;,
IJ;anc·t• Fri., .'\prif !JO. Up.m .• (',•Uur.

N< 1HO will fH't''il'fit twu films Fri., April ilfJ, 1
l'·m •• rtu. 2.i0(', :4t'H. "!\II P11fti:t Orup;ula'' and a
l1lm on l'aiP'\lim• wi1l1Jl' shown.

Public Interest Research Group
(NMPIRG). The group will make
arrangements for students to pick
up their money at the beginning of
the fall semester.

Rick
Legoza,
associate
registrar, said the center might
have to move temporarily into
another bUilding until the Bandelier remodeling is completed.
Students registeri!lg for summer
session. will have to watch for
announcements from the center.

~2220B

Summer registration continues
until June 4. Tuition must be paid
before ·registration: $21.50 per
credit hour for the first five hours;
$130 full-time tuition; $21.50 for
every credit hour over nine plus
full-time tuition .

• Muslt• elf Bonnlt• JJiuhmc• Sun .. Mtty 2, 9 p.n1 ••
( t'IIHr ••

Hyou can't afford

an expensive guitar,
. ~ get a great one.

'

'{

~·

.

..
'
• I

'

You're getting it together on guitar and you
want a great one. But you're worried that a
great one means an expensive one. Well it
doesn't. Great means Epiphone. An Epiphone
guitar is carefully designed, crafted and
assembled from the finest rosewood, maple,
and spn~ce. So it looks more expensive
than it .is. aut here's the greatest part.
Epiphone sounds and plays every bit as
good as it looks. So before you buy, ·
. shop around. And compare. For action,
feel and sound. We think you'll find that
Epiphone looks, plays and feels like
$300. Instead of as little as $100. You
get more outc:d it because we put more
into it. EpitJhone. From the people
· Who make. Gibson guitars.

Co~(t•t;>llouse orlc.•ring n'lusic :wH fHWtry Wt•rL,

M :~~·.a. B p.m.

"n:tpt• Symrw~;iunt .:\ln) 1. :u 9::m ;t.m. tu .1 fJ,m.
in tlw Kh:a_. s,u•nkl•rll, !!rid dio;l"tl<o<tion ~tiiiiJI<i, c•hild
1.':1rt• avadahlt>,ltring a fllnt'h. t'rt•t•.
Pn·lrm St,eit.•t,y: S,tll!lt•nt~; with a.fJ UP 1\ and
<;;t•ninrshtlUl't hy Fallt97H. l'S'-1 1~1\' !'i'rhm~l.

Blu<.• J\p,o,· Uonor:tl")' is. st·IN·ling mt•mh<•r'> for tlw
f'rtming- ~·(•Ill'. Juniors nnl l'tml:wh•d hv motil an
tidp;~linJ.t st•nior ~tntuoe; and h;J\·in~ ai h•:t .. r ':J.2;}
HPt\'s t'IUI appty nl tht• Dt•an uf !{[urft>tt("' orfit'l'.
nt•:ullim• i.<~ -I::JO 11.h1 •. J\pril :1o.

Opticians &
Pharmacy

·coNTACT

LENSES
f'or sale

& Polish in our lab
•Large selection
solutions
• All kinds of prescription
glasses

of

"Head f~ps for Dudes • Dolls"

a.t•llllil lntematlonal

•

ffoo~

n~"'rc;l'

255·0166

'

.

Tuition has gone up for Fall. Full
. time is $260 (up from $228) for
· residents; non-resident is $758, up
from $630. Per credit hour charges
are $21.50, up from $18. Over 18
·.hours the per credit hour rate is
$21.50 plus full-time tuition.
The only refundable portion of
the fees are the $2 for New 1\:lexico

Epiph• .
Another Quality Product !rO!!'I NC!rUn . .·. .. . ..
73.73 N. Cicero AVenue, !,in«:ofn~ood.llllr1.ois 80$46

Fall registration begins June 18
and continues until August 20 on a
first-come, first-serve basis.

Hatr Detfgn Centre tfl<l1~7...-="~

7104 central SE

1 DAY SERVICE
SW Corner Wash. and Lomas ·
4312
NE 255-6329

..

95
Sale
Priced
s239
with the purchase of any speaker turntable combination

*20 Watts R.M.S.
•.50fo Total Harmonic Distortion
*3 Years Parts and Labor Warranty

MANUFACTURER'S
LIST $299.95
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Inside a GOP Ward ...

... Old Buildings Hazardous.

-

Senate Bill One
Subject of Lecture

'F:i

..;(

!Coutlmwd from Jllli-W l J

o
..0
o

rotted wooden
report said.

~

.stairw<ty ,"

the

Lewis said the only consol<ttion
he could offer about the Lecture
Hall fire hazards was thllt he hoped

Free Wine and
Cheese l'a~ting
Featuring the new
WhiteYago

A terrific taste sensation
With cheese by ~~@!k~f1

if'dr.ffi~
OF Oli/0

Friday and
Saturday 3-7pm

w~~!~!!rs
rrRA'VE't"sou"iH'An1;R7C~1

I

Altfates stQttlng at J318.00 'I
AcQdemlc Express
I
1300 South Bevedy Dr.. No.207 I

I

~"!'~!~e~.,!!l!!;;.£.~~~~-.1

35 Winrock
Center N.E.
298-7811

~··--·-

Dual

By Mike Gallagher

the University would tear the mm1mum of protection to the
building down.
occupants," it S<tid, Five ye<trs
later, exit lights in the st&cks are
The fire d<tnger report Sllid still nonexiptent.
Zimmerman Library needed exit
lights with nuorescent arrows.
The report recommended exit
This safegu<trd W<IS to "be m<tde
lights for Hokona Hall also. A
immediately, to provide <It le<~st <1
physic&! check of the residence
area this week indicated five doors
with exit signs <tnd 18 without.

Reg. List; $252.90

.wAVNE

Sllfety Director Lewis said the
residence halls, such as Hokona, .
were his primary concern. "I
would like to see the University
replace the t1ammable ceiling tile,
the inadequate fire-alarm system
and all the exit signs," he said.
Lieutenant Paul Adent, the
Albuquerque Fire Dep<~rtment
officer who made the 1971 report,
said lighted exit signs were
necessary bec&use without these
lights. students would be unable to
see their way out if there were a
power failure during a fire.
Adent said his department has
an agreement with UNM to inspect
the University, because the city
protects UNM. "But as "far as
enforcement goes, we can write
letters or ask them to correct the
situation. If they refuse or don't do
it, we don't have the right toissu~a
citation bec&use it is state
property. We don't have the same
power as we do in the city.
"If it came right down to it, we
could request a cease and desist
order from the District Court
Judge," he said. "There probably
are places at the University where
hazards are that bad."

- $159.95

SALE

Daily ~rush .with Life
Keeps Bart .Bustling

By Evelyn Vigil
He has the weatherbeaten face of
a man who has worked all his life
outside and the honest speech of a
man who has seen a lot of life and
has nothing to hide.
Bart Rienhardt, 62, has been the
sweeperman at the · University
since 1971. He's been working for
the physical plant since 1962 when
he came back to New Mexico after
his wife died.
"Of course pay-wise I've
worked much better places but you
don't get the benefits you get
here," he s<tid.
Rienhardt grew up in Magdelena
N.M. and ran a farm with his
brother until the drought in the
'30's wiped them out. He said he
then worked in Montana,
Washington and "all over."
His 2400-pound sweeper is a
familiar sight on the main mall
where he starts at 7:30 a.m. and
works his way around campus until
3:30 p.m. He said the main mall

.

PROPOSED GSA BUDGET 76-77
Passed by the Graduate Student Association Council on
April 20, 1976; To be voted on by the graduate students
at large, on May 7, 1976.

ORGANIZATIONS:
Student Research AJ!ocalfons Committee••••••• , •• , •• ~ ......................... S6.000.00
fror tr.wel use only per Bill No.3,
passed April 20. 1976)

Child Day Care Co·Op•••••• f " • • • , • • -... , . . . . . . . ~., • • • • • ,....... • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 8,000.00
Clinical La"'' Program ............... , ............ ~ .......................... , • • 4,900.00

Dual1226

Auto/Standard Turntable.

Four pound plotter-rotating single
play spindle-high torque motor-low
friction bearings for flawless tracking
pitch control-damped cueing

ASA Gallery.,,,.,. , •••• , • , •••••• ~., •• , ~ •• ,, ••••• , •• , .... ._...... • • • • • • • .. 1~467.60
::Agora ••• , .............................. , •••• ~ •••••••••••••• ~,........... 1f100.00
Poetry Series•••.•• , • ~ ••• ~ •••• ~ • , .................... ,. .. " • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .. • •
600.00
Jntf!rnalional Center••• ,, •••••• ~ •••••• ~ •• ~ • .,_ ......... ~ ••• , • , .... , • • • • • • • • • .•
750.00

KUNr.t~~·······•••••····~·········•······•····•···•····•·~·-~*····"··• 3,000.00
LOBO., •'"" •••..•• ·. ·~,, .•• •••·~· •. , •• ~· ~· ·~·, •• •.•• ••. ~--~·, ... ~ .• . .. ... . 4,000,00

American Studies Journal INew Atrierlr•), u . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , " " . . . . . . . u ~
504.llO
lnntramut"all Recreation Board •• , •• .-., , •••••• , ~ •• w, , , . . . . . . . ~ ••• , ~.. • • .. • • • ..
500.0()
Popejoy Hall ••• , ... , .. , .. , .. , .............. , ................... , .. .. .. • 4.000.00
Students Veterans As!'lociation., ........... .- •• , ............... , , , •••••• , , • ~...
300.00
Fiesta Committee. , • , •••• , ••••••••••••• , • , ••••••• , •• , • ~ ••• , ~ ... , .... ~ •••• , · 300.00
!Subtotal!
$35.421.60'

GSA
Secretary••• , , , .................... , •••••••••••• , ............... ~ •••••••.••••

Newsletter,. Otriec Supplies...... ~ •••••• u

~

S4,8oo.oo

I1000.00
Handbook. , •••• , , •••• , , , • , , • , , •• , , • ~ •• , • , ••• ~ ••.••••• , •• ., • , •• ~ ~ •• , , • • •
500.0D
Edt!cationa.l Grants~
Preside nl .••• , , , ,_, ••••••• , •.• , ....
~
~
3,000.00
• • • • • • • -. . . . . . . ., •• ,

¥ ••• ,

••.•• ,

• ,

H

••

••••••••••••

........... ,

•••

• •

• •

• •

•

Chairperson,, .• , ••..•• , •••••••• ,1,800.00
1.800.00
Admlnl:Jtratlve Assistants •.•...••.••••••• ~·· ..•••• ,.·-·................. 2.400.00
5% office rental, accllllutlng fee ••••••.•••.•••••• , ~ •••••••••••••••• .-..... • • 2,900.00
Pro· rated benefits fdcpartrilentat allocations]. , ••••••• , ............ 6.000.00
6.000.00
Contingency •••••• , ...... ,, •• , •••••• ,......................................

Par.ty•. , • , , , , • , , , •••• , ••• , f
'

, ••••

They sat waiting patiently for
the 60 ballots· to be counted,
sometimes whispering to a neighbor asking who these new people
were, and hoping Gerald Ford
would win the five delegates
from Ward 15A to the State co'nvention.
The Republican .regul&rs look
to Ford for a return of respectability for the party. They turned out in their usual small numbers and were overwhelmed by
the large support for Ronald
Reagan.
Reagan found his support in
the outer limits of. the party but
they came· out in force, filing
through the doors of the bank
building, having their names
checked &gainst the voting rolls
and· taking the list of deleg&tes
from the Ford campaign worker.
Ford's campaign was a day late
and a dollar short.
When the meeting began it
was obvious Reagan had turned
out new faces in Ward 15A, and
the Ford backers were hostile.
Republicans are creatures of
habit and whenever a routine is
interrupted, it means defeat for
the Republican party in Novem·
her.
There was some grumbling
when the results (four delegates
for Reagan and one for Ford)
were announced. The Ford
workers said the results were not
representative of the average
Republican voter but it was sour
grapes rotting on the vine.
Reagan had the bodies and in
ward meetings bodies mean
votes, and votes mean victory.
Even the precinct captains,
usually shoe·ins for the state convention were not chosen if they
backed Ford. Many GOP bigwigs
in the county were not voted in
as delegates because they backed
Ford. Congressman Manuel
Lujan was beaten in Ward SOB
because he backed Ford.
But even with the tension and
the surprise of the Ford supporters the \\(ard meetings were
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• 00.00
$24,448.40'

$59,870.00

You must be a graduate student and have a valid I.D. to vote.
Voting Places will be at the SUB Lobby, Law School, Farris
Engineering Center, and will be opell 10 am • 4 pm on May 7.
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&round the SUB is "where the
biggest mess is.''
The sweeper works like a giant
vacuum cleaner and has a special
brush for the corners. There's no
shifting required and the speed is
controlled by <1 small gas pedal.
"The harder you push the faster
it goes," he said.
The sweeper is easy to manage
and can turn quickly. It doesn't
have power steering but the top
speed might be s·m.p.h. He's not
really sure how. many miles he
travels a day but the machine only
uses a tank of gas per week.
"You're not going to get picked
up for speeding," he said.
Although he doesn't travel very
fast he still has to be careful.
Bicycle riders sometimes come ·
close to running into him.
I've had some near misses." he
said. "Getting hit with this is like
getting hit with a car, almost."
The machine has "quite an attraction for little children" and
every now and then he has to stop
and "shoo" 'em away1 " he said.
The slow speed and long hours
give him a chance to watch the
students and changes on campus.
He said spring is the best time
because "I like when everything
starts coming back to life."
When asked if he likes to spend
some of his time girl-watching, he
laughed &nd said, "r guess
everyone enjoys that a little bit.
"They (the students) aren't as
militant as they were in the '60's.
You don't see as many radicals. ·
Course there's not war goin' on and
no big issues."
He said Fiesta is the only time
everyone on campus seems to let
go. "That's really a job. We pick up
tons of glass. There's a lot of work
after that, he said.
·

that Reagan's visit pulled sup·
port out from the grass roots and
into the ward meetings.
The GOP has had a rough
climb up from the pit of
Watergate. ·Republicans lost
respectability, 11nd if there is one
thing Republicans hold dear it is
their sense of respectability.
Even the Ford-workers expect
Rlolagan 's victory in Bernalillo
and Sandoval counties to help
him sweep the state. There are
still many county and w&rd
meetings to be held in May, and
unless the Ford people get out in
sufficient numbers, they will
surely lose the 21 GOP
delegates the state will send to
the national convention in Kansas City.

)

quiet and often dull affairs.
There were no arguments about
the voting procedure, no
challenges to the delegates, no
one checking on the vote count.
Ward 15A is the area surrounding the Northdale shopping center which is not a stronghold for
either party and is not usually a
source of political surprises.
The Republicans at the
meeting were older than the
Democrats who met last Thursday. They were better dressed
and conservative. Even the Ford
supporters classified themselves
as conservative.
Many people complained about
Ford's two cancelled visits to
New Mexico, and it was obvious

Senator Pete Domenici was
elected as a delegate from his
ward, 14A, but all five of its
delegates support Ford, and it
may be one of the few wards to
go 100 per cent for the incumbent.
Bernalillo county Republicans
will send 284 delegates to the
May 15 county convention and
202 delegates are Reagan supporters. The sweep for Reagan
may well be indicative of a trend
which would help the former
California governor in the upcoming Texas primary.

The associate director of the national offi<:e of the Civil Liberties
Union will speak on the Mall on May 4 about Senate Billl.
.
Jay Miller, the asso<:iate director of the Washington, D.C. office,
will talk and answer questions about the status of Senate Bill1 (SB·1)
and the House of Representatives Resolution 10850 (HR-10850).
Miller worked as a police reporter and feature writer on the
Cleveland Press. He has a labor background and was the Peace
Education Director for the American Friend Se1•vice Committee in
Illlnois and Wisconsin. Miller has experience in working with state
legislatures and Congress.
•
SB-1 is a drastic revision of. the U.S. Criminal Code. It has been
called repressive legislation by many citizen-action groups.
The Civil Liberties Union is lobbying for HR-10850. It is their
suggestion for a substitute for SB-1. Elaine Baca, director of New
Mexico PIRG, said she hoped there would be guitars and singers
during the noon·time speech and rally.
Baca said the SB-1 issue "is not dead yet. It's important to keep up
the pressure." She said she feared the New Mexico senators and
representatives might support an amendment of SB-1 instead of
holding out for a new bill.
"We'd like them to say they will not support SB-1 in any form," she
said.

CRABS?
TRIPLEX

r=r::;::i:VI

wipes them out
Thesmgle applicalion Jlq·
uid that kills body, head
and crab 11ce and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and sale to use No pre·
scription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

Youngs Drug Products Corp~i!
P.O. Box 5, Piscatdway, NJ 08854

wipes them out
The single application liquid that kills body, head
and crab I ice and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and safe to use. No prescription needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

Products Corpm,
NJ 08854. ,

ASSK TO SEE OURS
Huaraches

New Sandal styles start
at $12.95 up to $29.95

Cbnl.i.W

THE CAMPFIRE COUNCIL
OF METRO PO LIT AN
·DALLAS
or ••llo 214·6:1!!-2240

r::-.-.,...,

LOOKING
FORA NEW
BOTTOM?

· Posh Ions open for toun!lelors 11 2 shea:
Cedar Hill, Texils and P•le!ifine. ·Teus
··- l'rogram emphasis on: houthatk rfdin«,
"Rwimming. sports and games, outdoor sllill!!•
· Op!ninJ!I al~o for:
Unit t.e1ders, Pro3nm Dlrettorr Builfnus
!\lan•ser, W1terfro111 Ofreetor, Nune,
Jioi'!I1Ci'nill1shlp DJrectors, and TriPping Co·
Ordln11or.
-: For more infrirrnallori and a~pllcations

])alias; TuaB 75235

TRIPLEX.

Hand
Mode·
Sandals

SUMMER RESIDENT
CAMP
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

S.fl5 ~Ia pie AVe,. Sufi< 3011

LICE?

WBAt•a AAAMA AM

,

7202 c..MenauQ CBQvd•• u\1. 8,.
cp~one 292·8664
Hours 10 til 7 & Open til 9 oh Thursdays

.

5307 Menaul NE
east of San Mateo

ln OLD TOWN
323 Romero NW
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UNM Full of Garbage
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· By Harold Smith
model, makes at least one round
This University is full of it.
trip per day, sometimes two.
On tho average, 33 cubic yards
It costs money to haul off all
of compacted garbage is picked that muck, too. Sheridan said the
up by a three,man crew every salaries of five men, regular and
day from this campus, The gar- weekend shffts, total $229,355 a
bagemen pick up the garbage 350 year. He said it costs UNM
$16,500 a year to operate the
days a year.
In one year 11,550 cubic yards rear-end loader. On top of that,
of used blue-books, candy-bar he said, "Everytime we take that
wrappers, beer bottles and lef- truck out to the dump, it's eight
tovers are hauled off to the city bucks."
dump by the physical-plant emThe landscape crew also picks
up Jitter in a flatbed truck.
ployees.
If one was to pack all the gar- Sheridan said it costs $4000 a
bage collected in one year in year to run that vehicle.
cubic-yard cardboard boxes and
The largest excretors of refuse
place them end to end, the boxes are the SUB, La Posada and the
would extend over six-and-a-half Basic Med building. Also during
football and basketball seasons,
miles.
Paul Sheridan, who has been Sheridan said his men collect at
supervisor of the grounds depar- the Arena and University
tment for the last 19 years, said Stadium.
the garbage truck, a 25-yard
"The bookstore generates
quite a bit of junk too," he said.
Then there is dry garbage and
· wet garbage. "Most of the gar·
bage at the SUB is wet,"
Sheridan said. "Probably as
much as 70 per cent."
He said La Posada is nearly 90
per cent we't, In the other p.ick-up
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MOUNTAINS AJD RIVERS IS GROWING AND CHANGING
and we want you to know about some of the new things we're doing.
We now stock lightweight fishing gear - perfect for backpacking. We have pack
rods from Fenwick and Wright-McGill and lightweight reels from Garcia and
Martin. We also haYe a handpicked selection of flys and lures especially chosen
for lake and stream fishing in New mexico.
Later this spring, Tom will teach clinic on "Backpack Fishing" and Buck will teach
anyone who wants to learn how to tie a fly! See details below.
This summer, we will have a complete stock of technical climbing equipment-hard~
ware from SMC and rope from Edelrid. We'll be stocking some excellent books on
the subject, too.

KAYAK CLINICS-- If you've

ever thought you might like to learn to kayak,
this is a terrific way to learn. The clinic ·consists of four sessions - the first on "dry
land" where we'U discuss equipment and see a movie or two. The next three meetings are "pool sessions" · you'll learn basic paddling technique and the "Eskimo
Roll". Then, if you like, you can join us on a day trip to the river. These.trips are
always fun! Sign up early for the clinics as classes are limited to six. If yoit do
not have your own equipme.nt, you can rent a kayak, spray skirt, and paddle from
Mountains and Rivers for $15.00 for all three pool sessions and $10.00 for the river
trip. If you decide to buy a kayak, your rental fees may be deducted from the purchase price.
We'll be offering other clinics this spring and summer - most of them free. Please
drop by the store and sign up for the ones you're interested in, as we will have to
limit them in sb:e.
April 25 - Birding
May 2 · Beginner Canoeing Clinic
May 6 - Backpack Fishing
May 20 • Orienteering
June 13 - Edible Plants(Bacltpacking Cooking-$2.00 Fee)
June 24 • Fly-tying
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Woods will soon be driving a
new, larger truck. Sheridan said,_
"We're in the process of buying
one, five-yards larger, for about
$47,000."
Sheridan said he has been
working for the University
"damn near 22 years."

By Colleen Curran
Many students living in apartments are unaware of their rights,
although they have been set down in a booklet that is easily available
tothem.
·
Five students in a Speech Communications course, Persuasion 498,
have formed a group to help improve landlord-tenant relations by
making tenants aware of their rights. The students (Jane Herron,
Sallie Kartus, Lee Watson, Jean Montgqmery, and Theresa Romero)
interviewed nine landlords in the "student ghetto" area for a class
oroiect, and becamP. int.P.rested in landlord·tenant relations.
They found that a booklet outlining tenant rights as well as land·
lord rights is available upon request at the Student Information Desk
in the SUB Lobby and at the ORCA office on the second floor of the
SUB.
In their class paper, ~he students said that their goal was to "per·
suade as many landlords as we could in the University area to agree to
attach one of the rights brochures to the lease or rental agreement
and to give it to the tenant at the time the tenant receives and signs
the lel\se." This would accomplish two objectives: to insure that the
person who needs the information receives it; and to provide the information at a time that is, legally, extremely crucial.

[505] 842-855~
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·Daily Lobo

· ·

This Albuquerque number will reach the only man in
town whu can tell you where lo _fi·nd Fosler's Imported
Australian Lager Beer:
James Franchini -- Southwest Distributing Company

· ·

Sports

If you've got a lasle for Au~lralla. g1ve him a call.
And become a Fosler's child.
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Capturing UNM
A-Gladiators
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Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

...
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Actual Size.

Photo editor Wendell Hunt works
hard. The three photos above this
story are his .
In the photo on the top left, two
ace California relief pitchers for
the .UNM baseball team <Dave
Ruybalid hitting and Jack Wilson>
take a break from practice to
devote their talents to the fine art
Of I'OCk hilling,
•
In the top right photo, Wendell
catches a teamful of fish in in·
Ira mural co-ree watcrpolo action.
Above is a picture of UNM soccer
team MVP, Edgar Tucker.
Left, Phyllis Kushner took this
picture of the "Big Plaid
Machine," UNM's field hockey
team. in spring practice.
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T-Shitts and Tank Tops

Reasonable Prices

cue

Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
A"
Telephone 765-5671
a/~ 1~00 Central SE
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The Newly Expanded

GenetQI Stote

RIVERS

f~rgest .clothing
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Hours: Monday through Ft·iday 10-6, Saturday lU-5
Just East of Yale on Central
2210 Central S.E. 268-4876
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Rights _of Tenants
Outlined in Booklet
"

~~t..i··.

sites, about 65 of them, dry garbage (paper) makes up the major
portion.
Sheridan said students, who
usually believe themselves to be
ecologically minded, "are always
throwing a lot of unnecessary
stuff on the ground. You can see
them right by a trash can and
they'll throw it on the ground or
leave it on a bench."
It isn't just durfng Fiesta
either. He said, "On a normal day
it'll amaze you. You can use a
couple of men constantly, just
·
going around picking it up."
J<'red Woods is the driver of
the UNM garbage truck.
Sheridan said, "He's like clockwork. He's a good man, and he's
got a good ere'\'."

111 ·Hatvatd
1

store In the university
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(actoss ftom UNffi)

Fosters ~ger is Im~;t~d fr~~ Australia exclusively by
All B~nd Importers Inc, Roslyn Heights. NewYork 11577
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Netters Face Big Test
:;:::

By .Jo Lopez
The UNM men's tennis team
<11 looks forward to a long three days
0 as it prepares for three home
-g ,matches. this weekend.
H
'fhe Lobo netters will face West
,.!::> Texas State, a team they've lost to
·;; twice, at 9:30 this morning;
t:l Brigham Young, the pre-season
8 favorite for the WAC title, at 10

S,

·x

a.m. Saturday, and utah, another
tough opponent, at 10 a.m. Sunday.
'fhere will also be matches
between the Lobo opponents
themselves. West Texau State will
meet BYU Friday at 2:30p.m. and
Utah meets the Texas team
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. All
action will take place at the
University's East Courts,
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BOOTS

25%
Off

this week
only!
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men's
shop
21 20 Centr.al S.E.·
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The team's season record is now
12-10, which it hopes to improve for
possible play in the NCAA tournament to be held in Corpus Christi
in late May, All NCAA competitors
this year must be from a
nationally-ranked top 40 team or be
an individual conference champion,
Of course, this weekend is the ·
Lobo's prime worry. The two
conference matches against BYU
and Utah will help determine
which Lobos will be seeded in the
conference tournament next
· weekend in Tempe, home of the
Arizona State Sun Devils.
UNM coach Tim Russell said he
has not seen Utah or BYU play, but
from what he's heard, they are
both "very tough." BYU is rated in
the nation's top 10 while ASU,
whom the Lobos lost an 8-2 dec.ision
to, is rated in the top 20.
"We hope to beat West Texas
State," Russell said. "I don't think
we played to our capabilities the
last three times we met them.
(UNM lost twice to WTS, 6-3 and 5-4
in matches held earlier during the
season in different Texas lour- ·
naments.) They're a good team but
we can beat them."
.
The Lobos will be without their
usual number four singles player,
Ren Kern, who quit the team last
Sunday for "personal reasons."
Russell said the "loss of Kern will
hurl the team because he was a
good player."
Russell said he will replace
Kern, a senior who played number
two singles last season, with Mike
Owens, a junior college transfer
from North Carolina, who said he
has been practicing with the team
"off and on" all season. Owens will
play the number six singles and
Russell said he is "good and
capable," although Owens indicated he is not satisfied with his
play after his long layoff from
competition.
All other positions will either
move up or remain the same for
the Lobo team. Tim Garcia will
stayatnumber one, a position he's
held throughout the season and has
defended it well with a 17-6 wonlost record. Although he's. been

This coming fall term
No commuting -- walk to class
We prepare the food-All you can eat
Weekly maid services &
linen supplies
Coed all floors
Our rates are competitive
with apartments
and UNM dorms
Make your reservations
now for the fall

(\)
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~
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down in recent matches, Garcia 12-10.
said he's "up" for the upcoming
Russell is also pleased with his
competition. He won the number freshman competitors, Rom
five singles WAC championship Wheeler and Jay Penney, who
last season as a freshman.
usually play at number five and
Russell said Garcia's move from six, This" week they will play
number five up to number one has number four and five, each going
up 1>ne spot. Although both have
paid off in a "consistent winner."
Chris Oates or Gary Wheeler will done well in singles play, Russell
play the number two singles.' said they will probably be vying for
Oates, a senior, has held the -the WAC championship in number
·
number two position much of the three doubles.
season and has even played
He has described the freshman
numoer one at times, but has been doubles team as a team with
plagued by injuries all season. He "finesse" and said the two
is still suffering from arm splints "believe in themselves."
he sustained in a gymnastics class.
Wheeler's single's record now·
His record is 8-12. Russell said he stands at 11-11 and Penney's is 10·
has "the feeling Chris is going to · 14.
get it together soon. He's a much,
Russell said he is pretty satisfied
much better player. He beat a
with
his team's play and the firstNCAA semi-finalist last season.".
year
coach is hoping for an opThe junior Wheeler played at
portunity
for a future improved
number two during the Lobos last
team.
"Everybody's
playing
two matches against Colorado and
better.
Things
are
coming
around.
WAC opponent, Arizona. Both were
We
haven't
had
the
best
record,
but
tiebreaker
matches
with
we've
gained
Jots
of
maturity
as
tiebreaker third sets. Wheeler lost
along."
we've
gone
both matches, but Russell said he
is "a real good tennis player. He's
Russell said this weekend will
showing he can play at number two tell a lot. "If we win any, they will
and even if he loses, it goes down to be good wins. If we Jose any, they
the wire." Wheeler's record is now won't have been bad losses."
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MORE RECEIVER
FOR 'tOUR MONEY
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·In his quest to recruit the best of
local talent, University of New
Mexico gymnastics coach, Rusty
Mitc~ell, has signed Stan Kidd to a
national letter of intent.
Kidd, a ·graduate of Eldorado
High in Albuquerqu~, finished
second in the state high school allaround competition behind Brian
Peterson of Sandia.
·
Coached by Mike Sandry, Kidd
Jed Eldorado to the state cham~
pionship, the third time the Eagles
have won in the six years of the
school's existence.
Mitchell said he plans to use
Kidd as an all-arounder and expects him to be scoring above a 50
by next season. "I definitely feel he
should blossom into a top allaround performer, and he is exceptionally strong in the pommel
horse right now," Mitchell said.

Kidd joins Steve Ortiz and Dan
Burke as athletes on the team from
Albuquerque. Ortiz is from
Albuqeruqe High while Burke was
a teammate of Kidd's at Eldorado.
"I decided to come to New
Mexico because I think this team is
on the verge of becoming the best
in the country," said Kidd, who
also was offered a scholarship at
Arizona. "It also has one of the
best-if not the best-coaches in
the country."
Beside placing second in the
state all-around competition, Kidd
finished second in vaulting, high
bar, parallel bars and rings, while
coming in fourth in side horse and
vaulting.
"With the addition of Stan to our
program, we wiJI. be much· improved in the important all-around
area," said Mitchell.
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JliSI east o1 Cen11al & Girard, near UNM
FINANCING AVAILABLE

~OS FOR OVER 28 YEARS

MORE CASSETTE

FOR YOUR MONEY
If vou thought Colby was good
try SuPt>_r ANQS·undisforled peaks
and no tape hlss·tnultfpolnt peak

Indicators.

from $200

MORE TURNTABLE
FOR YOUR MONEY
direct driVe•lull'( autcmatlc beit

Chaps Unfold Title Series
By Jo Lopez
It won't be an easy time for the
Chaparrals, Albuquerque's firstyear pro-hockey team, who will
compete against Amarillo's
Wranglers for the Southwest
Hockey League (SWHL) team
championship title this weekend at
Tingley Coliseum.
Face-off will be at 7:30 p.m. both
Friday and Saturday nights and
then the best-of-seven series will
move to Amarillo next weekend
and return to Albuquerque if a
seventh game needs to be played.
There's been some rough times
when the Wranglers come to
Albuquerque. The two teams had
been vying for the SWHL point lead
throughout the season until the
Wranglers came out ahead just
before the end of regular season
play.
The Chaps wil be without Mike
Chubey, the SWHL most valuable

defensemen, and Steve McDonald,
a league-leading winger. Both have
sustained injures, something
they've b~en plagued by
throughout the season.
Coach Bob Gernander has
acquired two other players, Ken
Strasdauskas, a defenseman form
Baltimore, and Robin Clark, from

Thunder Bay, Ont.
The Chapparals reached the
SWHL championship round by
defeating the Billings Blazers in a
seven game seris. The Wranglers
had an easy time of it, whipping the
Minot Raiders in four straight
games.

EXPERT RACKET STRINGING
24 Hour Service
from ~8.50
Tenn(5ho···-~

lessons
Avo.ilo.ble
by
Chuck mcGuire

:ai01 Iridian

drl\lcHraclng hold tone arm·parai
lei litter polnt·eleganl new srvrJng·
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MONTH OF MAY

SPECIAL

SPAGHETTI DINNER
Tender Spaghetti with
a rich, slowly simmered
Italian Meat Sauce
with warm French Bread
and chilled Lettuce
Salad with Dressing.

for only

OY

all wlth matching base and dust
covor.

from $129

FAMILY RESTAURANT

COME IN - COMPARE PRICE AND
QUALITY TO OTHER BRANDS!

109 Yale Bllld. SE 242-7888 ·

illlon·Sat, 9 am·6 pm

r3cfl6o'IRD~E

262-1691

1975

· (When your present ~ike is beyond repair, or if you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extensive
line of the world's finest bikes.)

r~or,c;;.:

A couple of ice hockey players face-off at Tingley Coliseum. The Chaps play Amarillo
tonight at Z·30. (see story below)

Complete with thorn
resistant tubes and Kickstand •
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303 Ash N.E.

No Kidding; Top Eagle
Gymnast Picks UNM

J99.50

th

' '!

Jo Looez

10 Speeds

"o

'243-2881
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Chris Oates rifles a backhand past a befuddled opponent.

By Tim Gallagher
If you'r!l going to the Dukes game tonight, you'd better bring your
bathing suit. The Dukes are having a 25-cent beer. night and there will
be a lot of fans floating away.
Game time is set for 7:30p.m. at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium
,and UNM students can get in for $1 if they show their UNM ID's.
Tonight's game will be the fourth with the Phoenix Giants in a fivegame series. The Salt .Lake City Gulls fly into the Sports Stadium
Sunday to open a five-game series. The Gulls, Pacific Coast League
defending Eastern champions, are off to a flying start and lead the
PCL East once again.
The Gulls will be in town until Thursday, so there will be baseball
action at the Sports Stadium every night at 7:30 p.m. until then. The
only exception is a 1:30 p.m. game on Sunday.
The Dukes, who Wednesday night broke a six-game losing streak,
will start Rex Hudson. Hud (1-1) was the PCL pitcher of the year in
1974, but slumped in 1975 to 10-16.

*Takara
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Quarter Beer, Dukes
Tonight Vs. Phoenix

WE'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY
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JJy John Griego
This past weekend the Lobo golf
team, comprised mainly of second
stringers, ventured into Cougar
Country to compete in the 14th
annual Cougar Classic golf tournament held in Provo, utah.
'fhere were eight teams competing in the three day tournament
and the Lobos, ranked lOth in the
nation going into tournament
action, finished ahead of only two
other teams.
· The only first-string golfer for
the Lobos was Ray Cragun who

Sports .

shot a two over-par 218 to finish in 898, Utah State at 928 and Colorado
eighth place in the individual at 934. ·
·
competition. John Fought, ofBYU, ·
_
edged Peter Jacobsen, of Oregon,
In an attempt to ready his team
in a sudden death playoff to win the for the Western Athletic Con-·
individual competition title.
ference Championships a week
Host BYU finished in first place from now, UNM golf Coach Dick
with a three· round total of 849, far McGuire taking "the best team
outdistancing runner-up Oregon at I've got" to compete in the Sun
874.
Devil-Thunderbird Classic in
BYU's second string team tied Scottsdale, Arizona this weekend,
for third place honors with utah as
both teams posted an 883 total. . The Lobos, who slipped one notch
Trailing the top three finishers down to 11th in the Golf World
were Weber State at 895, UNM at national rankings this week, will be
facing four of the top 10 teams in
the nation next week. Secondranked Oklahoma State and thirdranked BYU are the' favorites in
the Scottsdale tournament.

Ginderman Go WAC;
Nationals Next Month

is

. By David Belling
The, UNM track team will be
competi.ng in the Western Athletic
Conference track championships
in Tempe, Ariz., on May 7·8, and a
month later several Lobos will
compete in the NCAA track
championships in Philadelphia,
Penn.
Lobo Coach Hugh Hackett said
defending champ Texas-El Paso or
Arizona State should take first
place in the WAC. He said, "This is
one meet where depth enters in."
Points are awarded for the first six
places. Hackett said, "Depth is
going to winit for you."
The WAC sets qualifying standards whil;h competitors must
meet in order to compete in the
WAC championships. Each team is
allowed a minimum of one entry in
each event even if it has no one who
has qualified.
The Lobos have qualified 15
people for. WAC, but Hackett said
he had not yet decided who he
would take to Tempe.. Charles
Dramiga has qualified in the 220,
440 and 880-yard runs. Michael
Solomon has qualified in the 440yard dassh. Jose LaPorte has
qualified in the 100 and 220-yard
dashes but will probably not
compete because of a back injury.
Tom Snowdon and Jay Quade have
qualified in the 880-yard run.

Leading the UNM golfers in
Scottsdale will be Cragun and Brad
Bryant who are both juniors this
year.
Rounding out the Lobo lineup
will be Gregg Goldsmith, a senior,
Monty · Carrico, a junior, Jeff
Fulwiler, a sophomore and freshmen sensation Mitch Moonev.
UNM goes into the Sun DevilThunderbird Classic with' an impressive tournament record of two
se.cond-place finishes, a fourth and
three sixths.
After the WAC finals the Lobos
will be the host team for this years
NCAA golf finals. The finals wiii be
held at the UNM south Golf Course
June 10-12.
\

This year has been an unexpected success for the Lobos. After
last year's 20th-place finish in the
nationals, 'Coach McGuire said that
this year would be a rebuilding
year for the team. But with the
addition of Houston transfer
Cragun and the consistent performances of Bryant and the rest
of the Lobo squad the team has
enjoyed a highly successful year.

~
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Lobo qualifiers in the hurdles are
Mel¥in Powers ·and Marlon Gates
in the 120-yard high hurdles and
Powers and· Hector Giron in the 440-yard intermediate hurdles.
In the field events Lobo
qualifiers include Mark Henderson
in the pole vault, Robert and
Mikael Bernhardt in the long jump,
Bernhardt in the triple jump and
Paul Shoemaker in the javelin.
Lionel Ort!)ga , and Matthew
Segura·have qualified in both the
three and six mile runs. Jay Miller
has qualified inc..the mile and
steeplechase.
The NCAA track championships
will be held on June 3-5. Four Lobos
have already qualified for this
meet. They are Ortega in the three
and six mile runs, Solomon in the
440-yard dash, Powers in the in·
termediate hurdles and Nance in
the long jump. Nance is out with a
groin pull and will not compete.
On May 22, the Lobos competing
in the NCAA championships will
probably compete in the United
States Track and Field Federation
Championships in Bm.tlder, Colo.
Ortega will be running the
marathon in the Olympic trials at
the University of Oregon in Eugene
on May 22. Hackett said "Ortega
has been doing enough work to be
capable" of . making the U.S.
Olympic team.

By Harold Smith
Not so much cheering and a lot
more stunts will be the style of the
new-look UNM cheerleaders
.starting next falL
Only eight yell leaders, compared to 12 this year will be on next
year's megaphone mob. The 1976·
77 cheerleaders will have six
returnees and two rookies.
The two new women are Katrina
Forrest and Doris Martinez.
Forrest, a sophomore form
Carlsbad, N.M., was a high-school
gymnast, She said she intends to do
a lot of backflips and walkovers in
their routines. She also said she ·
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SPIRIT OF SPRING
COLLECTION

Sean?T2Dlngt't

PhQio bv Wendell 'f. Hunt

These are the 1976-77 UNM cheerleaders. Women: (bottom
to top) Carol Pavletich, "Patricia Vigil, Katrina Forrest; Men:
(top to bottom) Roger .Alderman, Tom Malone, Sean In·
nerst, Robert Nance; Not pictured: Doris Martinez
teaches gymnastics.
Martinez, ·a journalism major,
said her goal is to get the Lobo fans

Rec Hours Shortened
Open recreation hours wifl lie scarce this summer as the UNM intramural department tightens its belt in order to finish the fiscal
year, Assistant Coordinator Fred Perez said Thursday.
The new fiscal year begins July 1. Perez said the hours after July
will "depend on what gets approved" in the budget.
Perez said the tentative summer schedule for Johnson pool will be 7
a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, and noon to 5 p.m. on weekends. He said there is a possibility the pool may only be open from 8 a.m.
to 5:30p.m. on weekdays.
Johnson gym hours will be sharply decreased. On weekdays the
floor will be open from noon to 1 p.m. Perez said there is. a slim chance
the gymnasium may also be open from 5-7 p.m.
A youth program will occupy the gym in the mornings and afternoons.
·
Perez said Johnson will be closed on weekends through June.
He also said the gymnasium will not be open at all during the break
between the spring and summer sessions.

Hoop Tickets On Sale
Officials of the UNM Athletic
Ticket Office say they will begin
giving out applications for 197677 season basketball tickets Monday, May3.
The numbered ti.cket applications will be given out on a
first-come, first-served basis
beginning at 8 a.m. Monday. The
ticket office closes at 5 p.m. each
day, Monday through Friday,
and there is no overall limit to
the number of applications it will

Ferns To Regionals
The UNM women's track team
will be competing in the Intermountain Regionals in Provo,
Utah, on May 8.

Baseball Team Closes ?
Out
Ho·me ~

Cheerleaders
Named; Will
Try S_tunts

Daily lobo

·

Competition for the regional
championship should be between
defending champion Colorado
State, Brigham Young and UNM.
Qualifiers for the UNM in running events are Karen Cramond in
the two and three mile runs,
Hudson in the 440-yard dash and
Susie Vigil in the 880~yard run.
Long jumpers Lisa Gibbs and Alice
Watson and Debbie Davis in the
javelin have also qualified. The
Lobo mile-relay team of Hudson,
Gibbs, Watson and Cindy Hagg has
qualified.

give out.
However, once they begin
processing applications, they will
only be able to fulfill as many applications as there are season
tickets available.
The season ticket packet will
be for 19 home games, including
the Lobo Invitational Tournament and an exhibition game
to open the season.

SPRINGTIME
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Comp&l!lnvei'; p~ced year round
Good S.leCIIon • studenl lenns
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Each diamond is hand selected
for uncompromising beauty and value. and
as always are covered by America's most complete warranty. Orange Blossom Diamond
Rings ... available in all price ranges , . ,

A; butterfield
. . . TOUR PERSONAL SERVICE
NOW in
CARDINAL PLAZA

2411 SAN PEDRO N.E.
.. opposite the Broadway Coronado
LOCALLY OWNEDJEWELEJlS IN

\/Ve Have A Wide Selection
Of
Ovation Guitars
Starting At

$195.00
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Pay $1.00 to get in (just show your UNM 1.0.)...:."
enjoy .cold beer for a quarter.... and watch
the major league stars of tomorrow in action today!

ALBUQUERQUE

DUI{ES

The Triple A
Farm Team of
The L.A. Dodgers

Su ltmterti•ne.•.

Enjoy our heated pool. meals
with all you can eat, maid
service and linens, airconditioning and covered parking.

Live casual and relaxed this summer
Our rates have not increased
over last year. Rates for Fall
are competitive with UNM dorms
for the fall term now.
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Albuquerque Dukes WQ~ Phoenix
7:30PM -Albuquerque Sports Stadium

Come on over to the
College Inn this summer.

For all you Daily LOBO readers
who have been breathlessly
awaiting the announcement of.
LOBO MVP's for baseball and
women's trac~, the long wait is
over.
Randy Rima has been selected
by the sports staff as the baseball
MVP. Rima, who is currently
hitting .421, narrowly edged out
freshman-pitching sensation Rob
Hoover. ·
Track MVP Karen Cramond a
long-distance runner, has qualified
for Nationals in the two and threemile runs. Other competitors who
gave Cramond a run for her money
were Alice Watson and Susie Vigil .

~
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TONIGHT· TONIGHT· TONIGHT
COLLEGE NIGHT 25c BEER NIGHT

and the living
is easy!

LOBO MVPs
~~

"motivated." "To get the crowd
motivted you have to be motivated.
yourself,' she said.

The UNM baseball team will clos<> out its WAC st>ason at home
during c.]osed und finals weeks. ·
New Mexico will play host to the Al'izona Wildcats next weekend in
a three-game series atthc Sports Stadium. The wel'kl'nd of May 14-15
(finals week) will be the end of the season fol' the Lobo baseballers as
UTEJ;' will come into Lobo field for a three-game sl'ries. '!'his migllL
not be the end of tlw season, but it would takl' a minor mira ell' (say an
airplane collision between Arizona and Arizona Stale) for the Lobus
to win the WAC southern division.
The Arizona fans gave the Lobos hell when they were in Tueson
last weekend and the UNM ballplayers would like nothing more than
for the Lobo fans to come out and rctUl'n the f!wor. The Arizona
games will be on Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday at 1 p.m. and Saturday at
7 p.m. at the Sports Stadium.
UNM will be hoping to drop UTEP into the WAC cellar with a
three-game sweep over them Friday, May 14 at 3 p.m. and a
doubleheader Saturday at 12 noon. 1'he UTEP series will be played at
Lobo field.
The Wolf pack is shooting for second place in the WAC and sweeps
of both the Wildcats and the Miners would certainly be a step in the
right direction. The Arizona sweep is not as impossible as it sounds as
the Lobos had the Wildcats down in two of the three games at Tucson
last weekend.

lhe College Inn
Phone 243·2881
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l,OS'f: Wlll'l'E, 1 l/2 years Shcp/'Jiusky male
dog, $~1lr around loft eye. Hownrd. 268·9280, 256·
092().· 4/30

.,.,.._,. __ _..

ltates: I~ cents per wonl per d~y, one dollar
mbilmum, Advertisements run five or mote
c:onsecutlve days with no eh11nge~, nine cen•
ta per Word per day lno refunds If Cllncelle!l
before live Insertional. Classified ad·
verUscmllnts must be paid in advance.
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WOJ,FGANG JARAMll,J;O-ASUNM Elections
llrll OV~Jr, whcro were you when wo nc~ded y!!u'?
Henrietta.
..,,,...,..,._..,........_, __4/30
<-···-·__
__
!. G C, HAPPY 19th. Here's to your successful
1111d promablc futuro. [;, 4/30
SUEJ llAIRP, l!APPY 23rd-The Animals. 4/30
1NGU: CONGRADUI;ATIONS. Finished here.
Now the light.s of Pnris II wrlit. r:ove, Rick. 4/30
BALLROOM DANCERS WAN'l'EJD for demon·
stratlon teams. Free t.r·aining. C;~!l· 265·
4890. 41__3_0~~-------"'--HOUSESJT'rJNG COUPJ.J;: will houscsit while
you lirll on vacntion·l'olict• references nvail!lblc,
843-0476. 4/30
lliCYCJ,E RACE:SI Sunday, May 2. Sponsored by
l'olicll Athletic J,cuguo nnd KMYR. radio. USCF
clnsses plus women's and m!ln'fi Novh:c ruces,
Prizes. Hegistcr bohind Zimmerman Library at.
~:30 Jl~·, More information: 760·71169, 4/30
I'EPINO'S on Central and lhu Gondola I.ounge
now offering New Mexican food. l,unchl•on
Spl'clals dally. 4310 Central S~J. 4/30
s·i·uh'Y!NG~s·rur>viNO.S1;iiiJYINa-··<~~,;;l
flunkinJ:, flunking, flunking'/ Call AGOHA 277·
3013. 4/:JO
BFJI,J.Y DANCING CIJASSBS $5 wcl'kly at Tht·
lllut•llarN•m, 251H9(i7. 4/30
\vMI·rili~;rolit~NT:··~,21;;1~~,;;~i;,usr~~l' a.11 n;t:
m(!nt for visiting AmSt Pror from 6/.J-7/4. 2 kids,
excellent rdl'rcncl's: will pay up to $300, Cnll 277·
3929 Qr 277·63fi6. 4/30
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WAN'l'ED HOlfSgMA 'I'E: Across from UNM,
•l/30 ~-~-<-~
UN~'URNISlllm HOUSE 2·bedroom, don, N.E
heights. $180/month plus utilities. Avnilnblt• thrll
August. ~flt•r five 299·4373. 4/30
llEAliTIFlJIJ HOUSE, 1 tl!i blot•ks from fnmpu~.
good situation! Fl.'mal~ roommnt!' nt•Nied, 266·
5029. 4/30
~~--~'-"'"'~'''~~~""""'"'"--'="=""'-~.~-,---.,-.""""--"""
FliHNISIIED AP'I'S Effich•ncil·S, 1 bdrm & 2·
hdrm, utilitk•s pnid. CltJSl' to liNM, TV, & down·
town. No pels. ·100 Mnpll• SE. 843-7632. 9:30·2:00
& 3:30·7:00. 4/30
w:Xf..liir)' noo~ir:i~\ T'~] ~~. -~"har~- 2·:11ri;~·~;pt:
Clos(• to lfN.M. $82.50, utililil•s paid callnfll•r 6:00
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FULl, TIME SUMMER Jobs. H confident enough
to work comrnission·$550·$1000, apply at Rcull·
Con st., 1704 Moon N E. Suite 5. 4/30
PAR'I'·TIME HELP Needed lmmedial!.'-ly to sell
raffle tickets for political campaign I 0% com·
mission on all sales. Cnll262·1976. 4/30
BEHAVIOR 'l'HimAPIST NEEDS girl Friday.
Rertulsites of the job arl' sensitivity, trainahility.
tolcrnnce, assl'rlivem•ss, flcllihility, reliability,
and availability. Al~o excl'll~n( typist. Hours I to 5
daily. Grnd studt•nl prl'fl'rrl'll, 268·5888. 4 '30

...

67 DODG~J COI!ONET: nke, $:!00. 25 in color TV;
astl•al: $!10. 1000 Selll'rs NE Apt 4B after
5pm. 4/30
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCI.I-~ Touring Ct•ntl!r.
Quality lO·spct•d bicycll's, camping, hiking. and
backpacking l'(JIIipnwnt. Trail Ilaus Cyclery, 1031
San Mall'O SE. 256·9.190. •l/30
1971 FIA 'I' 124 Sport Coupl', g!lud condition,
$1600. Ca11883·0579. ·1/30
FOR. SALE: REGISTERED ('c,llil• pups. Bl•llutirul
~~~ns, ~c~~:.~< brecdi~'g".~.:l~!_~5-~. _:~~~-1970 \'W FAS'l'BACK, 1968 VW Hug. Privntl' par·
ly. 293-4280. 4130
SWAG CANDI,f: I!OJ,DI~HS for salt• on nmll,
Production 70, Industrial F:c.lueation. 4.'80
-------- _.. _
•
HONDA CJ,.J75 $350, mornings lt1tc l'V(•nings
255 93.J1. •1.'3()
AMEHICAN:INTERNA'l'IONAI. YOll1'H Hostel
pass sold -('antl•rhury Chap(•!, ·125 l'.nh·~rsit~·
NE. 4.i:JO
•
'
f:XGEJ,LENT MINOI.TA SRT 100 35mm. $140,
~ll'r 5pm 299-3858~-~~L~~- · - .. ··---" _e_
ELECTHIC GillSON BASS Guitar, good con,
dition.Call265·5495. S250. 4/30
FOit SAI,E: 1975 1/2 ton 4X·l C'ht•vy. lllack
w/burgundy interior. $1200 down, and assum!'
payll}cnts or will talk some other dl'al. Call 242·
6167orsceat3!6SpruccSE. 4/30
SEARS 8·trnck with AM·FM slt'reolspl'iik~rs,
$75.J>uul299·5500. 4/30
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DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

( 505) 881·4922
6231 MONTGOMERY NE /ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109

Qugrferg
DiiCtJUnt liquorg
90S "Yole $.E.

Big Bells

15.50

l~eineken

O:url.abcrg

ronwcnbrau
(@ktobcrfe.at

IDll.ll

~uinncsstunt

~uperhtr

i!Uttjth~s

lfosters
fRclldJll
<!!<trtu illfttntu
Ulctntc
illnl,cmia
Sttn !flitlttd

. i\nc~ur

~tcum

J\sltn~i

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE

-·
.

1307 (:ENTRAL NE

t~rutttnlterg

mt,itbrcail
tfiuckcllmt Stnut.

~rol1td1

~t.

'

!~ofbrttu

11Juger
· fJH.atttr ltrguell
Bluhtctfs
illudt 1'forse

lobo

•

We Stock The Largest lnvenlory Of
Imported Beers Available!

Jfnbio
iKirin

DOCTOR IN

**

******************~
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RESIDENCE

~
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- SPORTING
DODDS

Earn $15.00 a week
donate. twice weekly

.PLASMA

MISCELLANEOUS

CONSCIENTIOUS GRAD SEEKING pleasant
living environment. Tyler-256·9464, 4/30
WANnm: A smull nnim(d cag!' for truvql. Genie
842·8583. 4/30
PITCHER. W AN'l'ED: Good defensive 2A City
League fast Jlitvh softball tc11m needs a good pit·
cher. Contuct Tim at 292·1330 Mon·Fri 8-5. 4/30
HEGIS'l'ERED STUDS-Chihuahua, Pekinese,
·
Poodle. 877-4395. 4/30
PrWINO'S on Central and the Gondola Lounge
now offt•ring New Mexican food, Luncheon
SJll'Ch~dnily. 4310 Cc.'!.!-r;d s..:E.:;.'_..:4.:../3:.;0;___ __
CASH FOR FOOD ust-d stereo, recorders,
typewriters. guns-, l'ilmeras, cnlargl•rs, photo
it~ms, portahll• T\'s, Gunrunnl•r, 3107 Central
SE. 4/30
NEEll MODr~I.S for nt•w Wt•dgl' hair ruts, Jnquin•
nl Tijt•ras Iluir ConlJiilll)-', 5208 A Constilution
NE. ·li30

EMPLOYMENT

DO YOU NEE:~
·CASH?

BLOOD

B.

FORRENT

LOST: m~"i) \IIN'vi: four suhjl'~t ;ott;h~·ok.~·el'd
for finals!! Call 344-79·18, 881·6898. Rl•wnrd of·
ren•d. 4/30
.. ,_
FOUND: PAit'l' SIAMESE tnn. shorllail, vicinity
~~ffl·:~?~~~M.arCJU~l~c•,:55·93~9.c"~~~.~- "·· .
LOST: nt,AC'I< BTUI-WC'td:ll-: in vicinity nf c•asl
pnrkinf!'
lot
rwar J,n w Rrhool. 277·•1533.
•I !:JO
0,
~<:~~:~~~;. .:1;1~~ ..... - .•. - - - •• ' ~·---~
FOtiND: SI~T of3lfniwrsity kc•ys Monday in An
SllAIUJ J,AIWE IIOllf>f-1 with two. Cyding
thro L\•ctuno llnll. fllt•ntify & rlaim rm 150 An·
diMnncc• to llNM $65monlhly, 265 903·1. ·1·30
~hr~111!logy: _·1:30
.•. ~ -" -~ -~ ~ ~ _ :r"wo hcd~o~m dupll•x. S
2i1lorks from (fNM.
f'OtiND: SJI.VfiH IIElRIIf m•cklnct• April 27 Ill
2·13·7532. 4/30
----.. ..
-------llw tlnivl'rsity lenni~ courts. Claim nt 293·
FOUR GAI,l,UP MaJ'ril•d wom!'n h•ach!'rs m•c.>d an
7540.
4i30
•----..
-___ ....,.__ _
apartment nt•nr UNM earn pus for 2 inonths this
l<'OttND: CAME:HA in Coronado Shopping Cc.>n·
summer. Call colll'ct 863·6811 and ask for Doh
tt•r. D~scrihe and claim afll'r 6:30·F'rnnk 29·1· .. ~~~:'::.-~/30 .
2377. 4.130
FEMALE OR MAJ,J~ Roommntl' to shari' house
f~cniND; JOSEt;l"I~KsiEGI-1ililo.ynu;: u,JV';;~:
l/2 block UNM, 2112·0200. 4/30
.
_....
. . . --<- ---sity ID can be picked up nl pool-l.ifcguard
nfltN!SJIED 2-bl'droom apartm10nt I block from
room. 4/30
cnmpus. SI60 p~r month. Call 2·12·3394 for in·
FOUND: LADU~s· Watch near Carlisle Gym.
formntlon after 4pm. <1/30
D~scribc &claim 256-9387. 4/30
_-.
NE~~IJ 'l'WO Qtlll~T Fcmnll' Vl'jll'l:trians to share
:FOUND: RING nnd Indies' watch. Identify &
serendipitous hoUSl'.' $60 plus utilities. 2ii5·
.~~1im Universil~pooll,lfeguard room. 4l?O
?700. •l/30
--~---~-~--~·-=-....,____~--

S'I'EREO CLOSEOUT Heel ~o reels, 8·track,
recorders, pluycrs, components, CBs, Whilo they
lasl40 to 50 p11rcent off, Savon, 3105 Ccntrul NE.
262·0637. 4/30
SINGER MACHINE not cluimcd. Left in layaway,
equil!ped to zig zag. Pay $28 und luke liHichine.
Sa von, 3105 Central Ng, 262-0637. 4/30
BICYCI,E SPRING 'l'UNE·Ul' Special $6, R..C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn.
1972 YAMAHA 650, custom, low miles, excellent
condition, 898·3148. 4/30
BICYC~ SALE; Save up to $50 on the finest
European Bicycles. R.C. HaJictl's, 2122 Coni Pl.
S.E. 843·9378. tfn

6.

TRAVEL

INTERCONTINENTIAI• 'l'RA VEL, SEIWICE of·
flors th!' lowest jut fares to Europe, Asia, Africn,
South Amcricn.107 Girurd Blvd. SE, Suite I,, 255·
. 6830. 4/30
.
RIDERS TO !30UI,OER wanted leave Friday
night, 255·6830. 430 .
IT'S HAPPENING.,. Fabulous Fligots to Europe
· lsr!ll'l. Europ11 Trav!ll·study. 510 W. Sixth, Suite
401. Los Angeles, California 90014, tel (213)488·
9934. 4/30

.,--~--.~- __,_...,__,_~...._-_,.,_,.,...,_..,._c~.~-_.~

$55~~ ulllilie~_,_~i.,?l 266·07•11.

('ONGHA'l'li!,A'l'IONS, Jim Goff on hl•ing nnml'd
LOBO ''Twit uf"lhl' Yl•nr" for !!l70. Nirc.> noing,
Jim. ·1130

~
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COHHALES ADOBE. 1 arcc, 3 br, furnished,
7/1/70·111/77. $300 plus utilities, 898·55l!

j{J~GS-OKIE'S ;~j ~~c~t;1J·,kt7g-pric,_:;:-sr;;;~j~j

o.=.-

_,_,.-..... - " "..

F'on

discounts ou 3 or more kegs. Free 50 10 oz cups

2.

~-ft--

PART TIME WAITRESSES wanted, experienced
preferred, AppJy at 5111 Men;1ul NE between Spm
and 8pm. 4/30
PAR'!' TIME JOB Graduate students only. Must
b1• over 21. yc<lrs old. N!'ed two part time em·
ploy!'es for day work .•Also have positions for
Friday & Saturcja~· nighLs. Apply in pvrson only,
no phon~ calls plcllse. Save Way Liquor S~orr,
5704 Lom11~N~·_FJ~._:1~~0 -----~--

voi:vo:·

PERSONALS
-

'

~-~

Sl;;;;:

Marron H111l room 131 or by mall to:
Classlllc!l Advertising, .. UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M. .81131

1
•

~.···~---

FUR.NISJIED 2·bedroorn npnrtment. nil'l' ynrd:
May 24·Aug 1. Coovl•nient location. $110/mo. plus
uWilies, 268·0453.
4/30
-_,,,k,, ____ ._. ______
FUHNIS!nm AP'I' one lwdroom .$165. C£Jml' to
~:J'rin_l'elon~~ A PI -~·~or 3:~ .rm· ·-~~---CI'l'Y'S HES'f Olll' ht>droom furnished apartments
3. SEitVICES
for only $170, bills paid. Spacious, nicely fur·
S.l'EI1D-fO~AJJ~ the 'j~-(c"JJig~;lt;;;y;~IJ:-;;;k
nlshcd, curp\lls, dishwasher, disposers,
refrlgtH'il\od nir. two swimming pools. 208·9
m~r rrogrurn $125 with llme·modul~· lntensivl.'
Columhin SF). One block to UNM. Comran•, 255·
rt•nding program. Cnii29!J.4977. 4/30
Mf.iCiiA'Nic~-good-~ork, iu~;;;int.;-;,1: 2685. 4/30
341H~Ofi8, 4/30
VARSITY HOUSE.141 Columbiu.SE. T>t•lux!.' l·hr
..
.. ....,.._.........,..._
EXPI1HIBNCED 'fYPIST Mnnuscdpts, pupcrs, . furnished apt. '!'win or drlUblc. $165 includes
utilities, Acl ults only, no p!,'tS, 268-0525. 4/30
olc 1 $.50 dbl·spcd page. The Village, 3:!20
WyomingNE Apt, 201, 296·4256, 4/30
5. FOR SALE.
PIVORCI~ HY PE'rr'f!ON. $36 plus filihg fee,
nJ•rnnged by J'arn·Leg<ll Service. Call 296·
73 MAZDA RX3 wagon, AC. AT, new radials, low
4977.4/30
mililg!J, $2100, 293·2946 after 3pm.4/30
-~--------·-----VACA'l'JONING'/ Will care for your plants in my
SOLID DESK, photogr11ph washing bench $5, 256·
home or yours, Reliable. Experienced, 898·1.950
7285.4/30
!!Venings. 4/30
'l'HIUMPH
650~c $750, Toyota pick-up $2750, 265·
l;SAT RI<JVIEW COURSE now forming for the
9436. 4/30
July LSAT. For brochure and addition in·
formation, Cilll Professionnl Educators of New
CB RADIO, B·trnck, furniture, tires, call Lynn
Mexico, Ine. 842·5200, 4/30
(mornings) 266-2314. 4/30
·---~--------------PROI•'ESSlONAL TYPIS'l' IBM slllectric.
PEUGO'l' U08 Reg. $159.91!, now $129.95, '!'he
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
}like Shop, 605 Yale SE,842·9100. 4/30
7147. 4/30
FLEA MARKET Rehabilitation Center Auxiliary,
'rYPIS'f: fnsl, nccurate, knowledgable, ex·
good junk, pol!;, plants, clothing, Saturday May 1,
perillnecd. All types work. Completl,! home set·up,
9·4, 1023 Sl11nford NE. Follow signs to
IBM .selcc!ric. Jill 268·3640, 268·8282, 4/30
bargains. 4/30
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS by Charlie Homcro,
VOI,KSWAGON KARMEN GUIA. cxcl•llcnt run·
2945 WyomhlgNE. 293·fi901, 4/30 ·
ning condition: radials: good body. Price
negotiable. Call268·7351. 4/30
FAMOUS
QUlVIHA
BOOKSHOP
nne!
Photogrnphy Gallery Is 1/2 block from Johnson
1974 FIAT 124 Spider Sport, $3500. ($100 undi•r
Gym on Cornell. Special order service. lfn
book) 898-4622. 4/30
EDI'l'ING, Dissertations, theses, 898·3015. 4/30
CAMERAS,
lJENS, ACCESSOHIES Kodak film,
-·
.
chcmicnl nt student discount. 100 sheet bol( Poly·
PASSPOR'r, IDENTIFICA'l'lON PHOTOS
contrast RC, $20.25. Trndes and buv. Wilson
);owcslprices in town! Fast, pleasing, Nl'ur UNM.
Cameras, Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE. • 4/30
Cnll 2115·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE. Hn
1972 PODGE VAN, idc<ll for camping, PS, PB,
nl'w lin•s, linH•d windows, AM·F'M. $2700. 260·
l~Dl'l'onrAL'.-Kssrs'I;ANcE-~u·h'-·y;;u;
2859llftl•r 5 & weekends, 4/30
dissertation, speech, or presentation, cnll Harvey
Frituenglnss, l~rof('ssionnl Communicntion Sor·
vice, 344 8344. ·1130
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men's
21 2.0 Centr.al 5.1.
243-69S.

shop
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Plenty Of Cold"'Beer
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